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SUMMARY
For the last 50 years we have studied the correspondence between human motion and
the action or goal they are attempting to accomplish. Humans themselves subconsciously
learn subtle cues about other individuals that gives them insight into their motivation and
overall sincerity. In contrast, computers require significant guidance in order to correctly
determine deceivingly basic activities. Due to the recent advent of deep learning, many
algorithms do not make explicit use of motion parameters to categorize these activities.
With the recent advent of widespread video recording and the sheer amount of video data
being stored, the ability to study human motion has never been more essential. In this
thesis, we propose that our understanding of human motion representations and its context
can be leveraged for more effective action classification.
We explore two distinct approaches for understanding human motion in video. Our first
approach for classifying human activities is within an egocentric context. In this approach
frames are captured every minute at a low frame rate video that represents a summary of
a persons’ day. The challenge in this context is that you do not have an explicitly visual
representation of a human. In order to tackle this problem we therefore leverage contextual
information alongside the image data to improve the understanding of our daily activities.
In this approach, motion is implicitly represented in the image data given that we do not
have a visual representation of a human pose. We combine existing neural network models
with contextual information using a process we label a late-fusion ensemble. We rely on the
convolutional network to encode high-level motion parameters which we later demonstrate
performs comparably to explicitly encoding motion representations such as optical flow.
We also demonstrate that our model extends to other participants with only two days of
additional training data. This work enabled us to understand the importance of leveraging
context through parameterization for learning human activities.
In our second approach, we improve this encoding by learning from three represen-
xiv
tations that attempt to integrate motion parameters into video categorization: (1): regu-
lar video frames (2): optical flow and (3): human pose representation. Regular video
frames are most commonly used in video analysis on a per-frame basis due to the nature
of most video categories. We introduce a technique which enables us to combine con-
textual features with a traditional neural network to improve the classification of human
actions in egocentric video. Then, we introduce a dataset focused on humans performing
various dances, an activity which inherently requires its motion to be identified. We dis-
cuss the value and relevance of this dataset along the most commonly used video datasets
and among a handful of recently released datasets which are relevant to human motion.
Next, we analyze the performance of existing algorithms with each of the motion param-
eterizations mentioned above. This assists us in understanding the intrinsic value of each
representation and a better understanding of each algorithm. Following this, we introduce
an approach that utilizes each of the motion parameterizations concurrently, in order to
have a better understanding of the video. From here, we introduce a method to represent
a human pose over time to improve human video categorization. Specifically, we look at
specific joint distances over time to generate features that represents the distribution of spe-
cific human poses over time. Performance of each individual metric will be computed and
analyzed in order to assess their intrinsic value. The main objective and contribution of our





The field of computer vision has spent its entire existence attempting to understand, repli-
cate or improve the abilities of the human visual system. Humans have the remarkable abil-
ity to understand the dynamic world around them without being constantly overwhelmed.
We have an incredible sense of motion. We can estimate relative speeds while in a moving
car, we have the ability to predict the location of a tennis ball moving upwards of 100 miles
per hour and react in real-time and we can even draw correlations between how a person
walks and the progression of certain cognitive disorders [1] [2]. All of these areas are exist-
ing problems in the field of computer vision which we strive to solve. Even without human
subjects, motion cues in video can be used to predict the camera’s path [3], and has been
successfully leveraged in the stabilization of videos [4] [5] [6]. The problems in the field
are vast, and their attempted solutions admirably detailed and extensive. We have discov-
ered these cues because of our inherent desire to understand what is it exactly that goes on
in our minds, and more specifically, in our sight.
1.1 Importance of Motion & Movements in Video
Motion plays a vital role in the understanding of a scene. We define motion in this work
as any change which occurs in a natural scene. A scene in this context is defined as a
view of a real-world environment. We refer to movements as any changes in the state of
the scene. A state is a specific moment in a scene. Lastly, an activity takes place in a
particular state. Therefore, movements tend to produce motion which are often captured in
an image and therefore encode part of the state of the scene. In this work we will highlight
how convolutional networks are able to encode motion in cases where it is embedded in
the image frame and how explicitly incorporating the parameterization of motion can show
1
improvements in video classification.
1.1.1 Egocentric Motion
In the egocentric image space, images are captured passively by a device that is generally
attached to the subject. The movement of the camera is therefore often captured by the
camera depending on what activity they are conducting. Egocentric motion has been used
previously in detecting actions [7] [8], predicting gaze and attention [9] [10] and improving
object recognition [11]. If the subject is walking or cycling, the image frames are likely to
encode a blurrier shot because of the subjects’ movement. In contrast, sitting down whilst
working is likely to generate a fairly clear image, encoding zero motion. This encoded
motion is vital in distinguishing activities that have a lot of movement from those that
don’t in our work in recognizing daily activities.
1.1.2 Motion of a Human Pose
The problem of inferring and understanding motion in a human pose can most famously
be tracked back to the experiments conducted by psychologist Gunnar Johansson. [12].
In a follow-up to his seminal work, written for Scientific American, he presents a figure
of two individuals dancing in the dark [13]. These images were put together by having
participants wear highly reflective tape in the darkness and shining a light to simulate what
is trivially generated today by pose detection in computer vision. Johansson sought to
understand the minimal amount of information required for our senses to recognize the
underlying subject and more specifically, their biological motion. With a mere 10 points
in a black image, he was able to represent a human in motion. We present a snippet of
this original work in Figure 1.1, where we can appreciate the work done to extract this
information. Computationally, this is the equivalent of compressing an entire image down
to ten pixels and still retain the underlying high-level action in the scene. What we don’t
understand however is how computers perform in this particular experiment and whether
2
Figure 1.1: Here we can appreciate a subset of the frames published by Johansson [13] as
he explored the intricacies of human motion in dance.
they can perform equally well with such constrained data. A bulk of our work will focus on
understanding these constraints, testing our learning within them and understanding novel
ways of learning given those parameters.
In this work, we seek to understand the level of detail that computers need to classify
a particular action. In the last 10 years, there has been a growing tendency of simply pass-
ing in all of the information we have available into an algorithm (most recently a neural
network) with the intuition that it would filter what is relevant and discard the rest. This
tendency was most famously introduced by Khrizhevsky et. al [14] in their seminal Ima-
geNet work. Although these techniques perform surprisingly well in image classification,
it remains unclear whether it is reasonable to extend these techniques to video and even less
so whether they extend to action recognition in a sensible manner. This neural approach is
merely common because of the intuition that a video is inherently a collection of images.
This generalization falls apart when taking into account the fact that the change between
image frames intrinsically contains motion.
Reasonably, this difference between two frames has been looked at extensively in the
field of computer vision. Grundmann et. al. leveraged the motion of specific features in a
3
video to infer the camera’s path [6]. Sheikh et. al. used this difference to compute com-
plex background subtraction in freely moving cameras [15]. The entire field of computing
optical flow is based on the changes between frames that can help encode motion into a rep-
resentation that computers can better understand. Therefore, the main goal is to approach
the problem with insights from how humans understand a pose image (as shown in Figure
1.1).
1.2 Motion in Humans
In this work we explore the problem of recognizing the actions of humans in images and
video. We wish to extend the definition of an action presented by Poppe [16] in his survey
of action recognition. This definition identifies an action as a set of action primitives that
encompass a whole-body movement. They define an action primitive as an “atomic move-
ment that can be described at the limb level”. We further this by defining a dynamic action
as a set of action primitives that require movement to be identified (i.e. such as a specific
dance), meaning that they are inherently difficult or impossible to identify using a single
snapshot of their pose.
Although it is fairly obvious that motion plays a key role in humans understanding the
actions of others it is not entirely clear what feature representations we use to actually
understand those actions. In order to further our understanding, we focused a significant
portion of our analysis on humans dancing [17]. In this work we explored 1000 videos of
humans dancing to 10 different types of dances. The goal of this work was to emphasize
the importance of motion cues and deemphasize the relevance of visual ones. One of
the key problems we had found with previous work in the area was the overwhelming
amount of datasets that could be solved using a single carefully selected frame and visual
cues. In order to mediate this issue, we presented a dataset comprised solely of dynamic
actions and tested common algorithms on the visual data and pose representations which
were stripped of traditional visual cues. Further, we sought to understand which existing
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learning algorithms would be best suited for understanding and learning motion cues.
Given these contexts, the importance of motion is the focus of our work. We therefore
formulate the thesis statement as follows: Our understanding of human motion repre-
sentations and its context can be leveraged for more effective action classification. In
the following chapters we will cover prior work that has established the foundation for this
thesis statement, and detail our proposed work for the completion of the thesis.
Chapter 2 will cover work we conducted in recognizing daily activities from egocentric
images [18]. This work focused on analyzing images taken from a wearable camera pro-
cessed with relevant contextual information in order to improve the standard convolutional
neural network classification. Through the use of an ensemble method we successfully im-
prove standard approaches by fusing intuitive features with convolutional features in order
to improve the overall performance of classifying the activity that a person is conducting.
In Chapter 3 we will overview the motivation behind the creation of the “Let’s Dance
Dataset”, and the details of this work. Additionally, we will discuss the different ma-
chine learning approaches we analyzed in three different data representations (RGB, Opti-
cal Flow, and a Pose Visualization) in order to assess the current performance of state-of-
the-art methods. We will also discuss new datasets that were introduced alongside our work
that further motivate the relevance of dynamic actions in the field of action recognition. We
will highlight the importance of data representations when dealing with human actions and
how to better understand the motion of a human pose.
In Chapter 4 we will present our work on the parameterization of human poses for video
classification. After exploring motion from two camera perspectives (egocentric, standard),
we propose taking a deeper look at how human beings process and understand the motion
of a pose representation. We will use the work of Johansson [12] as a foundation for how
much a human can understand from different pose representations and what components
are particularly necessary for detecting an action. We will conduct high-level user studies
to understand if a human can identify basic actions from a short clip of the visualized
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joints. We will then use these insights to understand what is the best way to represent
our data and which machine learning methods are best suited for classifying these tasks.
We will apply these insights to both the egocentric and human context to demonstrate
the benefit of our proposed parameterization. We will demonstrate that our approach to
parameterizing a human pose can significantly improve the performance of standard neural
network by combining them using late-fusion approaches that we established in Chapter
2. Specifically, we will develop a hashing algorithm for a human pose that encodes the
distance between specific limbs in order to characterize the current pose. A histogram of
these poses will then be used to characterize each specific dance. Using late-fusion we




CLASSIFYING HUMAN ACTIVITIES FROM EGOCENTRIC IMAGES
We present an approach for classifying human activities taken from a passive egocentric
camera. We leverage both image and contextual information in our approach to improve our
overall classification by integrating relevant features into a convolutional learning method
[18]. We leverage existing deep convolutional networks to detect intrinsic motion features
in an image and combine their predictions with the parameterization of contextual features
(time and color histograms) to attain the best classification. Additionally, we demonstrate
promising results with fine-tuning the initial model to two unseen participants with just a
single day of training data.
This work was presented at the 2015 ACM International Symposium on Wearable Com-
puters [18].
2.1 Introduction
The ability to automatically monitor and infer human behaviors in naturalistic environ-
ments is essential for a wide range of applications in areas such as context-aware personal
assistance, healthcare, and energy management. Recently, wearable egocentric cameras
such as the GoPro 1 and Narrative 2 have become ubiquitous, enabling a new form of
capturing human experience. Egocentric photos taken by these cameras can provide rich
and objective evidence of a person’s everyday activities. As a result, this data collection
approach has been extensively used in a variety of research domains, particularly in health-
care. Health-related applications that have leveraged first-person photos include, but are




port [22], travel and sedentary behavior assessment [23, 24], and recognition of physical
activities [25].
Figure 2.1: Example images from the Daily Activities Dataset of 40,000 egocentric images
with their respective labels. The classes are representative of the number of images per
class for the dataset. Note: We handpicked family images for this figure so they did not
contain family subjects (for privacy and anonymity concerns).
Outside of privacy, first-person photo capture with wearable cameras has one addi-
tional serious challenge. Once photographs have been taken it is necessary to review them
to identify moments and activities of interest, and possibly to remove privacy-sensitive
images. This is particularly challenging when wearable cameras are programmed to take
snapshots periodically, for example: every 30 or 60 seconds. At this rate, thousands of
images are captured every week, making it imperative to automate and personalize the pro-
cess of image analysis and categorization. However, standard motion-driven approaches to
classifying video often fall apart with approaches that have very low frame rate. Therefore,
the frequency at which we capture snapshots has to carefully balance capturing just the
right amount of information to be able to learn from.
We describe a computational method leveraging state-of-the-art methodologies in ma-
chine learning to automatically learn a person’s behavioral routines and predict daily ac-
tivities from first-person photos and contextual metadata such as the day of the week and
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the time of day. Example of our daily activities include cooking, eating, watching TV,
working, spending time with family, and driving (see Table 2.1 for a full list). The ability
to objectively track such daily activities and lifestyle behaviors is extremely valuable since
behavioral choices have strong links to chronic diseases [26].
To test and evaluate our method, we compiled a dataset of 40,103 images representing
everyday human activities. The dataset has 19 categories of activities and were collected by
one individual over a period of six months “in the wild”. Given the egocentric image and
the contextual date-time information, our method achieves an overall accuracy of 83.07%
at determining which one of these 19 activities the user is performing at any moment.
Our classification method uses a combination of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
and a Random Decision Forest (RDF), using what we refer to as a CNN late-fusion ensem-
ble. It is designed to work on single images captured over a regular interval as opposed
to video clips. Capturing hours of egocentric video footage would require tethered power
and large storage bandwidth, which still remains impractical. An example of our input
egocentric image and the output class prediction probabilities is shown in Figure 2.1. In
this section of our work we accomplished:
• A robust framework for the collection and annotation of egocentric images of daily
activities from a wearable camera.
• A CNN+RDF late-fusion ensemble that reduces overfitting and allows for the inclu-
sion of local image features, global image features, and contextual metadata such as
day of the week and time.
• A promising approach to generalize and fine-tune the trained model to other users
with a minimal amount of data and annotation by the user. We also get insights into
the amount of data the first user needs to collect to train a classifier and how much
data subsequent users need to collect to fine-tune the classifier to their lifestyle.
• A unique dataset of annotated egocentric images spanning a 6 month period and a
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CNN+RDF late-fusion ensemble model fit to that data.
2.2 Related Work
Activity Analysis: Discovering daily routines in human behavior from sensor data has
been an active area of research. With a dataset of 46 days of GPS sensor data collected from
30 volunteer subjects, Biagioni and Krumm demonstrated an algorithm that uses location
traces to assess the similarity of a person’s days [27]. Blanke and Schiele explored the
recognition of daily routines through low-level activity spotting, with precision and recall
results in the range of 80% to 90% [28]. Other proposed techniques for human activity
discovery have included non-parametric approaches [29], and topic modeling [30].
One of the most comprehensive computer-mediated analysis of human behaviors in nat-
uralistic settings was done by Eagle and Pentland [31]. By collecting data from 100 mobile
phones over a 9-month period, they were able to recognize social patterns in daily user ac-
tivity, infer relationships, identify socially significant locations, and model organizational
rhythms. Their work was based on a formulation for identifying structure in routine called
eigenbehaviors [32]. By examining a weighted sum of an individual’s eigenbehaviors, the
researchers were able to predict behaviors with up to 79% accuracy. This approach also
made it possible to calculate similarities between groups of individuals in terms of their
everyday routines. With data collected in-the-wild over 100 days, Clarkson also presented
an approach for the discovery and prediction of daily patterns from sensor signals [33].
While long-term activity prediction approaches have mostly relied on mobile phone
data and sensor signals, our approach is focused on the prediction of human activities in
real-wold setting from first-person egocentric images using computer vision and machine
learning approaches. While there has been some work on detecting activities with egocen-
tric cameras, most of these approaches rely on video and hand-crafted features. Fathi et
al. [34] used egocentric video and detected hands and objects to recognize actions. Pirsi-
avash et al. [35] introduced an annotated dataset that includes 1 million frames of 10 hours
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of video collected from 20 individuals performing activities of daily living in 20 different
homes and used hand-crafted object detectors and spatial pyramids to classify activities
using a SVM classifier.
In contrast to state-of-the-art approaches that use hand-crafted features with traditional
classification approaches on egocentric images and videos, our approach is based on Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNNs) combining image pixel data, contextual metadata
(time) and global image features. Convolutional Neural Networks have recently been used
with success on single image classification with a vast number of classes [14] and have
been effective at learning hierarchies of features [36]. However, little work has been done
on classifying activities on single images from an egocentric device over extended periods
of time. This work aims to explore that area.
Privacy Concerns: One of the challenges of continuous and automatic capture of first
person point-of-view images is that these images may, in some circumstances, pose a pri-
vacy concern. Privacy is an area that deserves special attention when dealing with wearable
cameras, particularly in public settings. Kelly et al. proposed an ethical framework to for-
malize privacy protection when wearable cameras are used in health behavior research and
beyond [37] while Thomaz et al. proposed a framework for understanding the balance
between saliency and privacy when examining images, with a particular focus on photos
taken with wearable cameras [38]. People’s perceptions of wearable cameras are also very
relevant. Nguyen et al. examined how individuals perceive and react to being recorded
by a wearable camera in real-life situations [39], and Hoyle et al. studied how individuals
manage privacy while capturing lifelong photos with wearable cameras [40].
2.3 Data Collection
Over a period of 26 weeks, we collected 40,103 egocentric images of activities of daily liv-
ing for one subject with 19 different activity classes. The images were annotated manually
using a tool we developed to facilitate this arduous daily task. The classes were generated
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by the subject at their discretion based on what activities the user conducted (we did not
provide the labels prior to data collection). The images were collected by recording a video
at a rate of one frame every 60 seconds.
2.3.1 Process
The subject was equipped with a neck identity holder that was fitted to hold a smartphone
in portrait mode. We developed an application that runs on the smartphone and captures
photos at fixed intervals, which allows for the capture of egocentric data throughout the
day. At the end of the day, the participant could filter through the images in order to
remove unwanted and privacy sensitive images and annotate the remaining images. The
participant categorized the data collected for 26 weeks using the annotation tool described
in the following subsection into one of the 19 activity classes. The distribution of these
classes is shown in Table 2.1. We can see that ”Working” and ”Family” are the top two
dominant classes due to the participant’s lifestyle. We note that the participant was free to
collect and annotate data at their disclosure. The subject was also free to leave ambiguous
images (i.e. going from work to a meeting) unannotated. Any unlabeled and deleted images
were reasonably not included in the dataset.
2.3.2 Tool for Annotation
We developed a tool for rapid image annotation that is intended for daily activity labeling.
The tool automatically receives the imagery taken from the application on the egocentric
device and displays them in chronological order. The user is then able to select sequential
images (in chunks) to label as specific activities. This facilitates the process of labeling
large image sets in a simpler and intuitive manner.
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Table 2.1: The distribution of the 19 different classes in the Daily Activities dataset.




















2.3.3 Description of Dataset
As shown in Table 2.1, the distribution of tasks is represented by a few common daily tasks
followed by semi-frequent activities with fewer instances. We are keen to highlight the
difficulty of certain classes due to their inherent overlap (socializing vs. chatting, chores
vs. family, cleaning vs. cooking, etc). This class overlap is due to the inherent impossi-
bility of describing a specific moment with one label (the participant could be eating and
socializing).
The bi-weekly breakdown of data collection is shown in Table 2.2. We can see a general
increase in the number of annotated samples later in the collection process. Some of this is
due to increasing the interval at which the application captured images up to once a minute
from once every five minutes. The rest of the increase can be attributed to the participant
becoming more comfortable with the data collection and annotation process, and over time,
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Figure 2.2: Overview of our Convolutional Neural Network Late Fusion Ensemble for
predicting activities of daily living.
successfully incorporating this process into their day-to-day routine.
The participant collected the majority of the data from approximately 7am to 8pm. The
majority of the data that is not captured is therefore during the participants sleep cycle.
On an average day we retain 80% of the data that is collected (the participant removes ap-
proximately 20% for privacy and null classes). The participant handled null classes (blurry
images, etc) by leaving them unlabeled. These images were then removed prior to assem-
bling the dataset. It is important to note that the participant has still labeled images which
we cannot release as they would violate the privacy of those involved (family, socializing,
etc). For this reason we have opted for maintaining the dataset private.
Table 2.2: The bi-weekly distribution of the number of images in our Daily Activities
dataset.
Classes Number of Samples Percent of Dataset
Week 1&2 553 1.40
Week 3&4 814 2.07
Week 5&6 69 0.18
Week 7&8 216 0.55
Week 9&10 239 0.61
Week 11&12 2586 6.58
Week 13&14 5858 14.90
Week 15&16 6268 15.94
Week 17&18 2903 7.38
Week 19&20 3417 8.69
Week 21&22 6465 16.45
Week 23&24 4695 11.94
Week 25&26 5229 13.30
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2.4 Methodology
We present a methodology for incorporating contextual metadata and other traditional
hand-crafted features with a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that processes the raw
image data. The method is compared to baseline machine learning methods (k-Nearest
Neighbors (kNN) [41] and Random Decision Forests (RDF) [42]) in order to demonstrate
the benefits and limitations of our approach. We also introduce a method called late fu-
sion ensembling for combining non-image data with CNN probabilities and compare it to
a traditional CNN and classic ensembling methods.
2.4.1 Baseline Approaches
We ran evaluations using k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and Random Decision Forest (RDF)
classifiers in order to adequately fine-tune the best accuracy for our baseline. We param-
eterized our dataset using contextual metadata (day of the week (as a nominal value from
0 to 6) and time of day) and global image features (color histograms). We found that a
kNN classifier (with a k-value of 3) trained on the metadata and the color histograms (with
10 bins) gave an accuracy of 73.07% which was better than training a kNN trained on
the metadata alone or the color histograms alone. We tested the classifier at incremental
parameters of k (until 50) and found that performance slowly degraded as we increased
k beyond 3. We further tested the time metadata at three granularities (the hour, hour +
minutes (i.e. 7:30am = 7.5), and hour and minute as separate features) and found the dif-
ference in prediction accuracy to be negligible due to the scheduled nature of humans. We
selected to keep the hour and minute as separate features as it had the highest accuracy.
Further, we found that a RDF classifier with 500 trees trained on the metadata and color
histograms (with 10 bins) gave us the best overall accuracy of 76.06% (note that random
chance, by picking the highest prior probability, is 34.24% for this dataset). Training the
RDF with more than 500 trees had a negligible effect on the total accuracy. Our baseline
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Table 2.3: A comparison of the baselines using kNN and RDF trained on contextual meta-
data (M), color histograms (H) and a combination of both.
kNN M kNN H kNN M+H RDF M RDF H RDF M+H
Avg. Class Accuracy 15.51 44.23 54.72 15.51 40.43 50.71
Total Accuracy 52.50 65.62 73.07 52.50 68.89 76.06
results can be seen in Table 2.3. It is important to note that a high total accuracy is driven
by the distribution of the data amongst the classes. Since a majority of the data is in two
classes (“Working” and “Family”), a classifier can achieve a high total accuracy by accu-
rately classifying only those two classes. We also show average class accuracy to show
how well the baseline classifier does for all classes distributed evenly.
2.4.2 Convolutional Neural Network
Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)[43] have been shown to be effective at
modeling and understanding image content for classification of images into distinct, pre-
trained classes. We used the Caffe CNN framework [44] to build our model since it has
achieved good results in the past and has a large open-source community. Since the dataset
has a small number of images, we fine-tune our CNN using the methodology of [45] using
the ImageNet [46] classification model introduced by Krizhevsky et al. in [14] that was
trained on over a million images in-the-wild. We retrain the last layer using our collected
data with 19 labels for daily activity recognition. We set the base learning rate to 0.0001 in
order to converge with our added data and use the same momentum of 0.9 and weight decay
of 0.0005 as [14] with up to 100,000 iterations as shown in Figure 2.3. Our CNN has five
convolutional layers, some max-pooling layers, and three fully-connected layers followed
by dropout regularization and a softmax layer with an image size of 256x256 just as in
[14]. We split our data by classes into 75% training, 5% validation, and 20% testing. The
classifier was never trained with testing data on any of the experiments. The parameters
were chosen using the validation set and the fine tuning in all
¯
of the experiments was only
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Figure 2.3: A Convolutional Neural Network trained for 100,000 iterations. We can see the
accuracy convergence after 20,000 to 30,000 iterations.
done with the training set. It is interesting to note that the algorithm jumps to almost 78%
accuracy after only 20,000 to 30,000 iterations and converges around 50,000 iterations due
to fine tuning. Despite a high total accuracy, the class accuracy of a CNN alone is hindered
due to the lack of contextual information and global image cues.
For many problems with small amounts of data, data augmentation can be effective at
preventing overfitting and increasing accuracy. However, in this case, we are collecting
data at a specific orientation and viewpoint, so many data collection techniques are not
applicable. Because of this, we elected not to augment our training data although that
would be a useful extension of the work.
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2.4.3 Classic Ensemble
One method to combine the CNN output with non-image data is a classic ensemble method.
Training a classifier such as a RDF on the contextual metadata can yield a probability dis-
tribution which can be combined with the CNN probability distribution to yield a final
probability. This equally weights the CNN output and the RDF output in order to get the
best output possible. This can prevent over-fitting from the CNN but doesn’t necessarily in-
crease the prediction accuracies since it doesn’t leverage which classifier is better at which
classes or which information from the classifiers are important.
2.4.4 Late Fusion Ensemble
To solve the problem of combining a CNN with a classic ensemble, we developed a late-
ensemble technique. We use a RDF trained on the CNN soft-max probabilities along with
the contextual metadata (day of week and time of day) and the global image information
(histograms of color), each being separate features for the RDF. This allows for a good
combination of outputs that can be learned rather than naively combined. Using this we
outperform the classic ensemble and the normal CNN model by approximately 5%. The
pipeline for our method is shown in Figure 2.2.
2.5 Results
In this section we present a comparison of baseline machine learning techniques against
the different convolutional approaches for the classification of daily living activities. As
shown in Table 2.3, kNN and RDF perform surprisingly well with contextual metadata
(day of the week and time of day) and color histograms. RDFs marginally outperform the
kNN methods, particularly with the use of color histograms. It is worth mentioning that we
tested other global features (such as GIST [47]) on the same baseline methods and obtained
negligible changes in accuracy.
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Table 2.4: A comparison of different CNNs and CNN ensembles using contextual metadata
(M), global features (color histograms (H)), raw image pixels and their combinations.
Average Class Accuracy Total Accuracy
Original 57.38 78.56
Ensemble (Pixel + M) 53.48 78.47
Ensemble (Pixel + M + H) 59.72 81.49
L-Fusion Ensemble (Pixel) 63.22 80.94
L-Fusion Ensemble (Pixel + M) 65.29 82.45
L-Fusion Ensemble (Pixel + M + H) 65.87 83.07
In order to improve the performance of our activity prediction we leverage the use of
local image information. Through the use of a regular CNN, we see a minor increase in
total accuracy (+2%) over the baseline (see Table 2.4), but a much more impressive jump in
average class accuracy (+7%). We see an even greater increase in accuracy as we incorpo-
rate both contextual metadata and global image information (color histograms). We have
demonstrated through the baseline methods that these features are of importance, which is
why we developed our CNN late fusion ensemble that leverages the metadata and global
and local image features. Our best ensemble leverages all of the presented information for a
total accuracy of 83.07% with an average class accuracy of 65.87% showing an impressive
increase over the baseline and the other methods. A confusion matrix of our final method’s
results is shown in Figure 2.4.
2.6 Discussion
Our method achieves the highest accuracy on the classes with the most samples (as one
would expect since test accuracy increases with larger amounts of training data). As shown
in Table 2.4, our ensemble method outperforms both a normal CNN and a classic ensemble
with a CNN. Training an RDF with extra features and the CNN probabilities allows the
RDF to find what is important for each individual class. It also allows for the other types
of data to be effectively added in a framework that prevents some of the overfitting that
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Figure 2.4: Confusion Matrix for the 19 classes of our dataset with columns as the predicted
labels and rows as the actual labels.
CNNs typically have. This shows how our novel ensemble method effectively combines
local pixel-level information, contextual information, and global image-level information.
Because it relies on a CNN running on a GPU, the system uses a large amount of power and
is not well suited for embedded devices. On an ARM device, testing each image would take
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Table 2.5: A comparison of the best of all methods (using contextual metadata, color his-
tograms and pixel data) for all the 19 activity classes. CNN+LF is CNN with Late Fusion
Ensemble
kNN RDF CNN CNN+LF
Chores 33.10 17.24 00.69 20.00
Driving 55.07 60.87 98.55 96.62
Cooking 25.66 35.53 47.37 60.53
Exercising 44.00 63.00 69.00 73.00
Reading 68.55 49.12 30.04 53.36
Presentation 80.00 72.35 80.59 87.06
Dogs 62.17 44.35 55.65 66.09
Resting 72.73 54.55 27.27 45.45
Eating 77.14 75.75 82.05 83.12
Working 91.10 96.42 93.49 95.19
Chatting 21.74 04.35 00.00 17.39
TV 77.38 75.79 81.75 81.75
Meeting 68.73 61.00 73.36 81.47
Cleaning 26.56 30.47 38.28 46.09
Socializing 52.85 37.31 31.60 45.08
Shopping 40.16 27.87 63.93 64.75
Biking 19.57 23.19 78.26 81.88
Family 70.82 87.42 86.69 90.15
Hygiene 52.36 46.85 51.57 62.60
Avg. Class Accuracy 54.72 50.71 57.38 65.87
Total Accuracy 73.07 76.06 78.56 83.07
more than 15 seconds. However, the method could be run on a server that an embedded
device could query.
Many of the classification failures of our method deal with some classes being inter-
related. Our worst results are in “Chores” and “Chatting”. These classes can be easily
confused with others such as “Cleaning”, “Working” and “Family”. In many examples in
which the subject is conducting a chore, the family is in the background, which may con-
fuse the classifier. We acknowledge this as a limitation of the method used for data capture
that uses a single image frame in contrast to a short video clip. We believe the extension of
our method to short video clips would prevent some of these difficult classification errors
but would present further questions in privacy, device storage and battery life.
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Figure 2.5: An example of a randomly chosen day and the classifier’s predicted output.
However, there are specific motion features that differentiate certain classes from oth-
ers. For instance, the reading and working classes are often done from a very stationary
position where the camera is likely experiencing little to no movement. In contrast, biking
and exercising encode a high level of motion in their frame due to the expected camera
movement when performing these activities. These type of encoded features play a role in
what the convolutional network is learning and how it categorizes specific actions.
To visually display an average day and our prediction of the activities for that day,
we have taken a random daily sample from the data and classified it visually. The results
are shown in Figure 2.5. For this particular day, our classifier nears 100% accuracy at
predicting the user’s activities. We are keen to highlight the misclassification errors on this
given day. During the classification of “Dogs” at the beginning of the day (seen in purple),
we notice two slivers of misclassification in which the algorithm detects “Family” instead
of walking the dogs (both classes have instances of green foliage). We see similar errors
in the last light blue segment, representing “Working”, in which it detects two instances
as “Meeting” instead of “Working”. This provides further evidence that the class overlap
is likely to contribute heavily to the 16.93% overall misclassification that we have in our
dataset.
In a second experiment, we demonstrate the correlation between the amount of training
data and the algorithms’ test accuracy for the participant. We highlight two hypotheses for
the increase in accuracy over time. The first is that the algorithm is adequately learning the
participants’ schedule and frequented activities, which allows it to better model their daily
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activities. The second plausible hypothesis is that the algorithm is adapting to general hu-
man behavior and learning the overall characteristics of specific classes. This presents two
interesting questions for the applications of this research. First, how much data is required
to train a generic model and second, how much data is required to “fine-tune” said generic
model to a specific user. We have tried to address the first of these questions by training
our model with varying amounts of data points to observe the number of days/samples a
user is required to collect in order to train a good generic model. The top 7 classes are
shown in Figure 2.6 (plots for the other 12 classes are omitted to maintain clarity). We can
see that the class accuracies improve as more data is captured with a significant increase in
accuracy after the first 4 weeks.
In order to address the second question, we performed a final experiment in which two
volunteers (V1 and V2) wore the egocentric device for 48 hours in order to collect images
and time-stamps at a 60 second interval. The data was divided equally into a training and
test set (Day 1 for training and Day 2 for testing) in order to test the validity of the model
trained by our original participant’s data. The results of this experiment are demonstrated
in Table 2.6. As you can see, for some classes that involve a similar viewpoint and envi-
ronment, like reading, the model generalizes very well. However, for many others such
as driving and chatting where volunteers are going different places and talking to differ-
ent people, the model does not generalize well. It is worth noting that the initial accuracy
prior to fine-tuning performs worse than the highest prior probability of the original model
(34.24%). We reason that this is due to the difference in habits between participants (we
work, read, cook for distinct periods of time) that require fine-tuning to adapt to one’s
specific daily schedule.
Different individuals also have different activities and one set of class labels from one
individual might not fit another individual’s lifestyle. Given the model trained for one
person we wanted to study the possibility of fine-tuning a classifier to yield good results
for a different person that performed non-overlapping activities. At its core, this addresses
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Figure 2.6: A plot of class accuracies vs. the number of weeks of training samples. We can
see a general trend where the class accuracies increase as the amount of training samples
increase. A significant increase in accuracy is seen after training on the first 4 weeks of
data.
the question of whether a classifier is learning the schedule and habits of one person or if
the learning is inherently adapting to common human behavior. As seen in Table 2.6, the
classifier trained on the original participant was not very successful. However, fine-tuning
that model with just one day of data from the new user can yield very good accuracy. Not
only did this achieve great accuracy, but the CNN converged in less than 5,000 iterations,
whereas the original CNN took more than 50,000 iterations to converge. This implies that
part of the model is learning human behavior while another part is learning the habits of
a specific person. We can use a small amount of training data to fine-tune the classifier
to learn the habits of a new person, while still keeping the knowledge of general human
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Table 2.6: A comparison of the original model tested on two volunteers and the fine tuned
model. “Original” is the original applicants data and model. “V1” and “V2” are the results
from the original model tested on volunteers 1 and 2 data respectively. “V1 Fine” and
“V2 Fine” are the results from the fine-tuned models trained on volunteers 1 and 2 data
respectively. The results that are not available are classes that the two volunteers did not
perform when collecting their data.
Original V1 V1 Fine V2 V2 Fine
Chores 20.00 5.56 25.0 N/A N/A
Driving 96.62 18.6 100.0 0.0 100.0
Cooking 60.53 0.0 25.0 N/A N/A
Exercising 73.00 0.0 50.0 N/A N/A
Reading 53.36 77.78 75.0 N/A N/A
Presentation 87.06 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Dogs 66.09 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Resting 45.45 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Eating 83.12 11.48 76.92 30.68 100.0
Working 95.19 31.59 98.32 39.14 94.44
Chatting 17.39 0.0 86.67 0.0 96.72
TV 81.75 0.0 33.33 N/A N/A
Meeting 81.47 0.0 100.0 0.0 60.0
Cleaning 46.09 0.0 0.0 N/A N/A
Socializing 45.08 0.0 0.0 0.0 83.33
Shopping 64.75 40.0 50.0 N/A N/A
Biking 81.88 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Walking N/A 0.0 57.14 N/A N/A
Family 90.15 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Hygiene 62.60 13.33 0.0 27.78 81.82
Class Acc 65.87 10.56 51.83 13.94 88.05
Total Acc 83.07 23.58 86.76 27.06 91.23
behavior.
2.7 Conclusion
In this section of our work, we have demonstrated a robust and unique dataset of egocen-
tric images that have been annotated with the user’s activities, a CNN late-fusion ensemble
method to classify image data with relevant contextual information, promising results in
fine-tuning the model to other users and a trained model that performs well on egocen-
tric daily living imagery. We have shown state-of-the-art results on the data compared to
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commonly-used methods (a traditional CNN and a Classic Ensemble) and we have deter-
mined the amount of data that is needed to train an initial CNN classifier for this problem
and the amount of data that is required to fine-tune the model on a per-user basis. Given
that our model was able to fine-tune with such a little amount of data demonstrates that it
is not simply encoding visual parameters that are unique to an individual but also encoding
high-level features, such as motion, that are representative of the activity. This lead us to




This section of our work was published to the arXiv library on January, 22, 2018 [17].
3.1 Introduction
Video is a rich medium with dynamic information that can be used to determine, what is
happening in a scene. In this work, we consider highly dynamic video, video that requires
the parameterization of motion over extended sequences to identify the activity being per-
formed. The main challenge with highly dynamic video is that a single frame cannot pro-
vide sufficient information to understand the action being performed. Therefore, multiple
frames, leading to an extended sequence of frames, need to be analyzed for scene classi-
fication. One of the drawbacks of current action classification research is both a lack of
approaches that can be applied to extended/long sequences and datasets lacking in such
highly dynamic videos. Our goal is to determine which methods best represent motion as
opposed to methods that use a single (properly picked) frame [48] to identify the activity,
as we feel such approaches devalue the necessity for video data. In this work we introduce a
1,000 video dataset and evaluate methods that focuses on highly dynamic videos requiring
motion analysis for classification.
We choose the domain of dance videos as (a) there is large amount of dance videos
available online and (b) the diversity of dynamics in these videos provides us with a chal-
lenging space of problems for highly dynamic video analysis. This enables us to conduct
a focused study on the relevance of motion in dancing classification and the broader value
of motion in improving video classification. The core challenge of this task is attaining an
adequate representation of human motion across a 10-second clip. In order to highlight the
trajectory of this work, we will evaluate the current approaches and demonstrate the value
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Figure 3.1: Each row contains frames from the class it represents. This figure is best viewed
digitally.
of isolating motion for properly evaluating these approaches and this dataset.
Many video classification techniques exist, either utilizing single frames, late fusion ar-
chitectures, temporal (3D) convolutional networks, or recurrent networks with long short-
term memory (LSTM). Current classification problems can often be identified by a single
frame. We present a more challenging problem wherein each class requires the use of mul-
tiple frames to adequately classify each category. Specifically, we propose the use of optical
flow and multi-agent pose estimation as motion representations which augment traditional
video classification approaches. Comparing these approaches enables us to gain insights
into the inherent encoding of motion in neural networks that is difficult to understand.
Our main contributions in this chapter are: (1) An analysis of baseline and state-of-
the-art approaches in video classification, (2) a general method for concurrently learning
from multiple motion parameterizations in video, and (3) A 1000 video dataset of highly
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dynamic dance videos, contrasted with existing video datasets, to motivate further investi-
gation and understanding of motion parameterization in video classification.
3.2 Related Work
In order to determine which competing state-of-the-art approaches to examine, we first
present a literature review on video classification. While deep networks have been shown
to be very effective at classifying, localizing, and segmenting images, it is still unclear
how to properly extend these methods to the video domain. There are a few common
approaches, some of which are: (1) Applying proven image classification deep network
architectures to individual frames of a video; (2) Extending 2D convolutional operators to
3D convolutions acting on the time domain; and (3) Preprocessing the video into images
that encode motion, such as optical flow, and running current image architectures on the
processed frames.
A simple way to extend image-based neural networks to video classification is to ex-
tract features from each individual frame of a video [49]. While this technique does lead to
some success if the network learns temporally-invariant features, it is commonly only used
as a baseline approach to compare against networks that incorporate temporal data [50,
51]. One common variant is a two-stream late fusion architecture with a still frame-based
“spatial” network stream running in parallel alongside a “temporal” network performing
classifications based on optical flow calculations [52, 48, 53, 54]. This network architec-
ture significantly outperforms approaches based solely on individual frame classification,
suggesting that incorporating a temporal component is necessary. In our work we lever-
age the benefit of a temporal network by incorporating it into the design of our network
architecture.
Karpathy et al. explore more direct methods of incorporating temporal data with each
video frame by extending the convolution kernels from size m x m x 3 to m x m x 3 x T ,
where T represents a temporal extent[51]. They also point out one of the major challenges
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of using deep learning for video classification – there are no large-scale video datasets com-
parable to the quality and size of image recognition datasets. Similarly, 3D convolutional
kernels that incorporate the spatial domain have been shown to be successful for action
classification in both security camera and depth data recordings [50, 55]. Wang et al. use a
similar two-stream late fusion approach [56], but they note that without incorporating the
learned features into an ensemble method with handcrafted features, these deep-learned
approaches still fail to outperform handcrafted approaches. We combine these methods in
our work by incorporating preprocessed features (optical flow and multi-agent pose detec-
tion) with 3D convolutional kernels in order to integrate the representation of motion into
the network architecture.
Another common approach is to leverage the sequential nature of a Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) network–a specific type of recurrent neural network with additional gates
to control the flow of information. LSTMs can process information over long term temporal
sequences and have been applied in video for various tasks such as caption generation [57]
and learning video representations [58]. Similarly, the long-term recurrent convolutional
networks (LRCNs) proposed by Donahue et. al. introduce another variation of an LSTM
for this task. Despite their temporal nature, these approaches have been less successful at
encoding motion in comparison to two-stream networks [59] which encode the spatial and
temporal domain in concurrent architectures.
The most effective method for classifying motion in video is still unclear. In the con-
text of action recognition, many of these approaches are learning features based on the
image’s context and not the inherent action. This is in part because commonly used video
datasets such as UCF-Sports and more traditionally UCF-101 can generally be identified
to moderately decent accuracy using single-frame approaches which do not encode motion
parameters[51].
A specific method for encoding motion that has recently gained traction in action
recognition is the use of pose detection over the temporal domain with neural networks
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Figure 3.2: Each of these examples represents a different class in our dataset (they are
types of ballroom dancing). Top Left: Waltz, Top Right: Quickstep, Bottom Left: Foxtrot,
Bottom Right: Tango.
[52][60][61][62]. Detecting pose over this domain provides us with the intrinsic motion of
the subjects in the scene. As highlighted earlier, an initial breakthrough was achieved by
Toshev et. al. [61] with state-of-the-art results in estimating the pose of a single individual
from an image. The importance of pose was further demonstrated in [52], incorporating
pose features from a CNN into action recognition. This work was extended over the next
two years to attain joint-specific networks that work well with partial and occluded poses
[62]. It was then most recently implemented to detect multiple people within a single frame
[63]. In our work we will leverage our own implementation of multi-agent pose detection to
demonstrate the need for motion parameterization when classifying highly dynamic video.
3.2.1 Existing Datasets
There are a handful of relevant datasets that exist in the research domain. We highlight
some of the more relevant video datasets that are appropriate to our work. All of these
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datasets demonstrate the growing need for understanding what type of motion features are
relevant in classifying highly dynamic actions, which we explore in this work.
UCF-101
The UCF-101 dataset [64] contains approximately 13,000 clips and 101 action classes,
totaling 27 hours of data. The clip length varies largely from 1 second to 71 seconds
depending on the activity at a resolution of 320x240. This was one of the first datasets to
tackle human actions in video. However, as we will demonstrate in this work, most per-
frame (image-based) approaches still perform moderately well on the dataset, illustrating
the main question which we seek to answer in this work – that being the representation of
motion as a classification feature.
Kinetics
The Kinetics dataset [65] contains 300,000 clips and 400 action classes, with a minimum
of 400 videos per class. The action classes are also loosely grouped in 32 parent classes
which further break down the dataset. This dataset was collected semi-automatically with
curation through image classifiers and use of Amazon Mechanical Turk to determine the
action classes and if the video snippet was appropriate to that class.
Atomic Visual Actions (AVA)
The AVA dataset [66] contains 80 atomic visual actions in 57,400 movie clips which are
localized within the frame. This work goes beyond simply understanding a simple action
in a video clip to understanding the interaction, both between humans and with humans and
objects. Although this is somewhat less relevant to our work, it demonstrates the need for
understanding motion features in human interaction – specifically by localizing the action
and its relevance in a scene that may contain multiple subjects / objects.
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3.3 Let’s Dance Dataset
Our main challenge in this work was determining a reliable way of testing how well a
specific method can parameterize motion. We realized that available video datasets such as
UCF-101 [64] and UCF-Sports [67] tackled a known classification problem, one that could
be evaluated using extensions of available image classification architectures.
With that in mind, we developed a new dataset that prioritizes motion as the key char-
acteristic of the classification. We assembled a 1,000 video dataset containing 10 dynamic
and visually overlapping dances. We chose the parent category of dancing because it has
a variety of measurable features (rhythm, limb movement), and it is not represented in the
Sports-1M and UCF-101 datasets [51, 64]. The categories included in this dataset are:
• Ballet • Break Dancing
• Flamenco • Foxtrot
• Latin • Quickstep
• Square • Swing
• Tango • Waltz
The dataset contains 100 videos for each class. Each video is 10-seconds long at 30
frames per second. The videos themselves were taken from YouTube at a minimum quality
of 720p, and includes both dancing performances and plain-clothes practicing. Examples
of each class can be seen in Figure 3.1.
We highlight that the dataset contains four different types of ballroom dancing (quick-
step, foxtrot, waltz, and tango) as seen in Figure 3.2. The motivation behind picking these
dances is that their parent category is specifically the setting in which the dance occurs
(a ballroom). This satisfies our main challenge of selecting classes that exemplify highly
dynamic video. Quickstep is a very fast-paced type of ballroom dancing that is considered
upbeat. Foxtrot is a much more fluid and continuous type of ballroom dancing, performed
with a 4− 4 time signature. Waltz is quite similar in style, but it is performed with a 3− 4
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time signature, leading to an increasingly difficult problem to tackle. Tango is yet another
type of ballroom dance that originates from South America due to European immigration.
Some of it is set to have originated from Waltz, but took on a different style over the years
with a mix of a variety of other dance types. On this note, we extract two different mo-
tion representations from our input data for use by the community; optical flow[68] and
multi-person pose detection.
When attempting to detect pose, we found numerous methods that focused on single-
person pose detection. We adapted these methods to multiple individuals (given that danc-
ing is generally a group activity, see Figure 3.3) through the use of a recent real-time person
detector[69]. Similar approaches can be seen in [70][71][63].
After detecting the bounding boxes for each person in the scene we computed the pose
for each individual using [62]. Positive and negative examples of this methodology can be
seen in Figure 3.7.
3.4 Baseline Methods
In order to better understand the need for motion parametrization in video, we have identi-
fied two commonly-used architectures to establish as our baseline. These are architectures
which are commonly applied to video architectures but only take a single-frame as input
(per architecture).
These approaches are extensions of very successful image classification techniques.
3.4.1 Frame-by-Frame
Using the architecture of a state-of-the-art convolutional neural network for image classifi-
cation, such as VGG [72], a classification for the video can be achieved based on key image
frames from a video. A sample architecture based on CaffeNet, a variation of AlexNet [73],
is shown in Figure 3.4. This approach does not explicitly encode motion in determining
the video’s classification but rather categorizes each frame and naively selects the majority
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of number of people per frame using [69]. 75% of frames had at
least two people detected in the dataset. 56% of the dataset has more than two people in
the shot, which further illustrates the added complexity of this task.
label.
We do note that although there are numerous approaches for aggregating a single class
from multiple per-frame classifications, the network itself does not encode the temporal
domain.
3.4.2 Two-Stream Late Fusion
A common way of adding a temporal component to deep networks is by separately per-
forming a classification based on spatial data (a single frame) and temporal data (i.e. opti-
cal flow). Merging these results produces an overall classification for the video, as shown
in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: Frame-by-Frame Architecture: This is a traditional CNN, commonly used in
image recognition.
This approach computes optical flow from two frames (at time n and n − k where k
is not necessarily 1) over the period of the entire video. Each frame in this case can be
considered a single instance of motion that occurred in the video. For dancing we envision
this as a specific move in a dance.
Figure 3.5: Two-Stream Late Fusion Architecture (color key in 3.4). This method incorpo-
rates motion (optical flow) into a traditional CNN pipeline.
3.5 Proposed Approaches
In order to address the challenge of categorizing highly dynamic videos we implement a
number of methods which explicitly encode motion. At the core of these approaches is the
notion of 3-dimensional kernels which process a series of video frames for classification.
This enables us to pass in very short video clips (16 frames or approx. 1/2 second) for the
network to learn. The overall objective was to incorporate motion in the learning pipeline
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Figure 3.6: This pipeline displays a skeletal temporal CNN (3D Convolution) which pro-
cesses the initial frames to obtain a multi person pose estimation from the input frames ob-
tained by performing a bounding box person detection from [69] which is then processed
by [62] for detecting the dancers’ pose.
of standard approaches and assess their performance. After testing these approaches it was
evident that combining numerous motion parameterizations in a concurrent deep network
architecture would best represent the input video.
3.5.1 Temporal 3D CNN (RGB)
As stated, traditional convolutional neural networks can be extended to video by using
3-dimensional kernels that convolve in the temporal domain. We focus on testing this
slow-fusion approach discussed in [50], which embeds the high-level spatial and temporal
information at the initial convolutional layers by propagating the information through the
network. One of the main setbacks of this proposed approach is the computational time it
currently takes to compute these methodologies. We discuss this further in Section 3.7.
3.5.2 Temporal 3D CNN (Skeletal)
In this pipeline we compute a temporal CNN on multi-person pose information. We visual-
ize the pipeline in Figure 3.6. This architecture demonstrates the importance of leveraging
context for particular videos. Dance videos inherently benefit from this representation
given that there are generally multiple people in the scene. Through the use of a visual-
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Figure 3.7: Demonstration of outputs from our pose detection pipeline. Top: Latin dancing
positively classified. Bottom: Break dancing being erroneously classified. The dancers’
left leg is accurate but his remaining limbs fail.
ization of pose we are able to attain comparable results to single-frame CNN approaches.
It is key to note that this method does not use visual information from the original frame
but solely visualized pose information as shown in Figure 3.7. Similar to our optical flow
approach, it is likely that this method benefits heavily from encoding the number of people
in the frame in addition to the motion over the 16 frames that are convolved in the temporal
domain.
3.5.3 Three-Stream CNNs
We tested both single-frame and temporal approaches for a three-steam convolutional net-
work in order to directly compare the potential importance of embedding multiple frames
into the learning pipeline in addition to providing multiple representations of your origi-
nal input. We highlight that these temporal convolutions are computing 2D convolutions
over each of the input frames. Although this increases the complexity of our model it
still remains significantly more tractable than computing 3D convolutions which require
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Figure 3.8: This visualizes the workflow for our three-stream temporal CNN which uses
three convolutional stacks to process the spatial and respective motion components. It
aggregates the fc7 layers into one and outputs the dance classification for a 16 frame input.
approximately twice the computational power.
Frame-by-Frame Architecture
For the frame-by-frame architecture, the first stack of our network processes the spatial
representation of our input which is our RGB image. Our second stack processes the optical
flow representation which was computed from frames n and n− 10 in order to accentuate
particular motions from a given dance. Our third stack processes our multi-person pose
visualization explained in Figure 3.6. As discussed earlier, this stack is essentially encoding
the number of participants detected for a given dance frame and their current pose.
Temporal Architecture
The temporal architecture utilizes the same three stacks but processes chunks of 16 frames
at a time in order to incorporate a temporal component into the loss of the network. This
enables us to learn motion parameters from the spatial, optical flow and multi-person pose
representations. A visualization of our pipeline can be seen in Figure 3.8 whose convolu-
tional and fully connected layers are based on the standard AlexNet architecture[73].
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3.6 Baseline Experiments
We implement our proposed approaches with the goal of determining which approach is
most effective at highly dynamic video classification. Implementation details for each ap-
proach are given below.
3.6.1 Dataset Splits
We extract individual frames from the Let’s Dance dataset (1000 10-second videos at 30fps,
resulting in 300000 frames), which we then randomly split per video into 80% training,
10% testing and 10% validation (consistent across experiments). Optical flow and pose
detection was split in the same manner in order to consistently test the approaches.
3.6.2 Frame-by-Frame
To perform a baseline video classification experiment, we implemented the architecture
shown in Figure 3.4 in Tensorflow[74]. The weights for the network’s convolutional layers
are initialized to values from a network pre-trained on the ILSVRC 2012 dataset [75].
Final video classification results can be determined by classifying each frame in a video
and voting to determine the video’s overall class.
For an initial comparison, we also tested the network with optical flow imagery as the
input.
Overall, we observed significant amounts of overfitting in the original training accuracy
which hints at the network learning too much about the appearance of the specific videos in
the training set for each class. As we hypothesized, using image frames alone results in the
network learning features that do not generalize well to the dancing categories, since it has
no way to observe the motion inherent in the video. Testing accuracy peaks at 56.4% over
10,000 iterations of fine-tuning the network. We compare these results to a similar frame-
work introduced by [76] which tested the frame-by-frame baseline on UCF-101, attaining
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an accuracy of 72.8%. This directly demonstrates the possibility of solving the classifi-
cation problem by carefully selecting the right frame versus understanding the underlying
motion of the video.
We also ran the identical setup using optical flow estimation. Before training we pre-
compute optical flow for the entire dataset. We used Farneback’s method for calculating
dense optical flow [68] to obtain a per-pixel estimate of the horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of motion and then incorporate this into the same network architecture.
In this case we saw slightly worse performance at approximately 45% for testing. We do
note that the overfitting for optical flow images is subdued given that the per-frame images
no longer contain background information. Given that a number of our dances occurred
in similar or identical settings, background information was a strong confounding factor
for the original images. The overall result for optical flow performs worse than training
on RGB images given that it is merely embedding the motion between two frames. We
will later demonstrate that larger frame chunks provide significant improvements to this
approach.
3.6.3 Two-Stream Late Fusion
We implemented the two-stream late fusion architecture shown in Figure 3.5 in Caffe[44].
The two-stream approach follows intuitively from the previous subsection in which we
discuss the effects of both a frame-by-frame method on images and on optical flow. Each
individual stream uses the CaffeNet architecture, with weights initialized to a network pre-
trained on the ILSVRC 2012 dataset [75]. We then fine-tune the network by training only
the fully-connected layers at the end of each stream, which are then concatenated and
passed through a final fully-connected layer which outputs the respective classifications.
We note that each architecture in the two-stream method is still using a single frame
as input, and as such the network is trained on a frame-by-frame basis. We chose to use
the CaffeNet architecture for each frame, initialized with the ILSVRC 2012 weights, to be
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Figure 3.9: An image of dancers performing ballet and their optical flow estimation. As we
can see, optical flow does a good job of segmenting the subjects in the scene in addition to
encoding their motion.
consistent with the baseline frame-by-frame experiment described in the previous section.
This allows us to perform a direct comparison between the two-stream and frame-by-frame
approaches, to determine the benefit of optical flow on this dataset. As with the frame-by-
frame approach, final video classifications can be determined by classifying each individual
frame and optical flow image pair, followed by voting to determine an overall class. It is
interesting to note that the total per video classification accuracy of this method was 68.89%
which is much higher than the single frame-by-frame accuracy of 56.40%. Although one
may be compelled to argue that single-frame motion is key to this classification, we refer
back to Figure 3.3. This figure demonstrates that the frames throughout the dataset also
contain a tremendously varied number of participants. As we can further see in Figure
3.9, optical flow tends to visually separate the dancers from the background, which also
explains the significant increase in the algorithm’s performance. In addition to the motion
in a single frame pair, the foreground’s shape and representation is playing a key role in the
classification of the network.
The results demonstrate an improvement over each independent approach, with a clas-
sification accuracy of 64.69% per-frame. This is a significant increase of 10% above the
imaging method and 20% over the optical flow method. This increase was attained by
combining the same architecture as the previous two methods, with the addition of a sin-
gle concatenation node to fuse the data at the end of the network. It demonstrates that
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directly incorporating temporal data into a network can be immediately beneficial towards
classifying video.
Leveraging the network to perform full video classification (rather than only per-frame
classification), we tested the trained network on our test set of videos, taking the class with
the largest number of per-frame votes as the final video label. This resulted in a per-video
classification accuracy of 66.14%. After further experimentation with the network architec-
ture, we saw a significant improvement from computing a unique mean image to subtract
from the optical flow, which increased our accuracy to a final per-video classification rate
of 68.89%.
The network performs well at classifying Ballet, Waltz, Tango, Flamenco, and Foxtrot,
with poor classification accuracy on Break and Swing dancing. Of particular interest is the
network’s performance on Waltz, Tango and Foxtrot which occur in similar settings. As
such, the network shows that it’s capable of performing fine-grained classification within
the Let’s Dance dataset.
Table 3.1: Method Comparison of UCF-101 and Let’s Dance. UCF Frame-by-Frame
results obtained from [76], Two-Stream results obtained from [54]
Dataset Frame-by-Frame Two-Stream
UCF-101 [64] 72.8% 88.0%
Let’s Dance 56.4% 68.89%
Lastly, we revisit our accuracy results with UCF-101, a well-established activity recog-
nition dataset. Table 3.1 illustrates high levels of accuracy on UCF-101 using the standard
extensions of image classification techniques which we discuss in this section. It is im-
portant to note that the two-stream comparison is comparing a two-stream accuracy for
UCF-101 that utilizes an SVM to combine its streams whereas we concatenate the final
layers of both convolutional streams into the fully connected output. As stated earlier, this
illustrates the core issue we encountered in looking for a highly dynamic dataset which
further validates our motivation to introduce the “Lets Dance” dataset to the research com-
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munity.
3.7 Results & Discussion
In order to assess our temporal architectures we compare with a number of state-of-the-art
approaches that explicitly encode motion in order to determine their performance. Over-
all it has become clear to us that we need to transition from traditional per-frame CNN
approaches when conducting video classification.
It is evident from Table 3.2 that methods which embed motion significantly outperform
traditional methods and that metrics to evaluate these approaches are necessary in order to
better understand what each network architecture is learning.
3.7.1 Temporal 3D CNN
In order to evaluate this approach we restructured our data into 16-frame chunks that were
needed as the input for the 3D convolution. The network could be trained on the 3D fea-
tures from 16-frame non-overlapping chunks of the video. We fine-tuned from the network
trained on UCF101 by [77]. This method yielded a per-video accuracy of 70.11%. This
result was particularly impressive because it demonstrated the inherent ability of a 3D con-
volution to extract motion features that are not explicitly computed. The major drawback of
this approach is its complexity. A 3D convolution inherently takes significant computation
for a single-stream.
We were unable to perform multi-stream approaches using 3D convolutions due to this
complexity. In order to combat this we introduce more tractable approaches for state-of-
the-art graphics cards (Our current systems utilizes Titan Z Pascal graphics cards) that
achieve comparable performance by explicitly encoding motion into the network architec-
ture. In addition to this we note that 3D convolutions are limited to the initial input-size
which in our case was 16 frames. This makes it difficult to encode more complex motions
that last more than 1/2 second without sub sampling frames which will invariably lead to a
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Table 3.2: Comparison of numerous approaches and their testing accuracies on our dataset
Approach Testing Accuracy
Frame-by Frame CNN 56.4%
Two-Stream CNN 68.89%
Temporal 3D CNN (RGB) 70.11%
Temporal 3D CNN (Skeletal) 57.14%
Three-Stream CNN 69.20%
Temporal Three-Stream CNN 71.60%
loss in detail. Most temporal methods will invariably suffer from this limitation given that
variable inputs into a convolutional network has not been fully explored.
3.7.2 Skeletal Temporal 3D CNN
In order to embed human motion data, we incorporate skeletal images into a temporal CNN.
We visualize each pose into a single image which represents the pose for that particular
frame. We attained an accuracy of 57.14%. We note that this accuracy still performs
marginally better than a frame-by-frame approach despite the fact that it does not utilize the
spatial (RGB) representation. Due to the computational complexity of running concurrent
3D convolutional networks we propose a stacked 2D convolutional method which allows
us to combine multiple streams in a single state-of-the-art graphics card.
3.7.3 Frame-by-Frame Three-Stream CNN
Our Three-Stream Frame-by-Frame architecture utilizes all three data modalities. We as-
sess this as both a single-frame and as a stacked architecture in order to compare their ben-
efits and drawbacks. As shown in Table 3.2, this approach attains an accuracy of 69.20%.
This three-stream network performs comparably to the two-stream fusion approach we
conducted as one of our baselines which indicates that there is not a significant amount of
information added from the use of both skeletal and optical flow representations.
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3.7.4 Temporal Three-Stream CNN
Logically, we extended our frame-by-frame approach into the temporal domain by stacking
the image input layers to produce a 16-frame chunk. This approach utilizes the same input
as the Temporal 3D CNN we implemented at a much lower complexity for three streams.
We saw this method attain the best performance out of all of the methods we evaluated, at
an accuracy of 71.60%.
Looking at our most successful approaches, three-stream methods and 3D convolution,
we note that both achieve very similar performance in per-video classification. However,
the two methods are not equivalent in terms of computational resources. Beyond the in-
creased workload and restrictions inherent in appropriately formatting the data for the tem-
poral CNN, 3D convolution is much more computationally-intensive at both training and
testing time. We observe that even though the temporal CNN was our most successful
approach, it may be sub-optimal when a much simpler three-stream stacked convolutional
network approach is available.
3.8 Summary
In this work we sought out to understand the effect of motion on classifying videos. Re-
cent work in the are has demonstrated the relevance of these type of videos, most recently
seen in [66] and [65]. The work we have conducted demonstrates that traditional CNN ap-
proaches do not properly or intentionally encode motion in their methodology. This fact is
frequently overlooked by testing on videos that do not inherently require motion. That was
the primary motivator of this work. As we can see in Table 3.2, 3D convolution methods
outperform more traditional approaches by inherently encoding motion into their compu-
tation and prediction. Similarly, two-stream methods that incorporate optical flow can also
leverage temporal features to significantly improve video classification.
This also opens up some potential for future work in incorporating optical flow and
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pose data. Hybrid approaches, such as a three-stream temporal CNN, have the potential to
increase an algorithm’s understanding of the video. We have also developed a more focused
dataset that we believe the research community will benefit from by intentionally selecting
highly dynamic actions in one specific class. We tested a variety of traditional and more
complex methods in order to begin to understand the composition of our dataset and its
baseline performance. The Let’s Dance dataset will continue to help us to assess adequate
motion parameterization and hopefully assist in improving how we learn from video data.
One of the biggest problems we ran into throughout this research endeavor was deter-
mining the best classes to select for our dataset. Initially we had some intuition for dancing
and martial arts being adequate parent categories but we quickly saw that martial arts rep-
resented a multi-class problem. Although dancing exhibits similar overlaps the separation
was much more evident when performing the data collection. We also had to alternate be-
tween different dances partly due to availability on YouTube and our own understanding of
these dances.
In the next chapter we focus on explicitly learning from the motion of a human pose. We
develop a parameterization of a human pose and incorporate this parameterization along-
side existing deep neural network models by leveraging our previous work on late-fusion
ensembles in egocentric images. This technique demonstrates the improvements that our
parameterization has on existing learning approaches. We also increment the difficulty and
complexity of our dataset to further highlight the value of motion in video classification.
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CHAPTER 4
LET’S KEEP DANCING: PARAMETERIZING POSES IN HUMAN ACTIONS
4.1 Introduction
The previous sections in this thesis cover the recognition of human actions from two dif-
ferent settings. The first setting was a single participant conducting daily activities with
an egocentric camera. We were able to accomplish this classification by leveraging con-
textual information about the participants coupled with the image data using a technique
known as late fusion. The second setting was from a third-person perspective in which the
subject(s) were dancing and the task was to recognize the specific action (type of dance)
they were engaging in. In this chapter, we were able to generate two additional modalities
derived from the video which contributed to the understanding of the action, optical flow
and human poses.
Although optical flow demonstrated some improvement in understanding the action,
there was little intuition beyond a high-level parameterization of motion. Human poses,
obtained by leveraging state of the art work in detecting human poses from video [63],
were a trickier challenge because it was unclear how to integrate into classification. A
naive attempt used a pose visualization in a standard neural network to learn on a high-
level how the dancers moved. Here we discuss the additional work on leveraging pose
information in a logical manner that enables one to specify specific joint arrangements
that are relevant to the action and in our case, to dancing. In addition to this, we further
utilize our prior work on daily activities to couple this information with image data to
achieve significant improvements in recognizing unique dances. We test combining the
various different modalities using standard fusion and late fusion approaches, and present
our findings to the research community.
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Human pose estimation is the process through which we estimate a set of vertices that
represent joints of the human body from a digital image. This is an intuitive representation
of a human being as it mimics our skeletal structure that does not explicitly encode par-
ticularly relevant information for learning about the action of the subject. For instance, in
dancing, the position of your arms and legs and how it changes over time is part of what
determines the type of dance you are performing. This posture and its change over time
is part of what we are interested in when studying these actions. Therefore, developing
features that encode these motions accurately is the core objective of our work.
In previous work we have explored determining these actions by incorporating relevant
information to the task. When looking at egocentric images in order to determine your
daily activities, we incorporated the time of day and day of week as incredibly relevant
features that determine what activity you may be engaged in (most people are at work on
Tuesday at 10am) [18]. We utilized these features alongside a neural network that learned
specific patterns from the actual image using a late fusion ensemble which significantly
improved the performance of our algorithm. Following that work, we developed the Let’s
Dance dataset [17] where we collected highly-dynamic videos to test the parameterization
of motion in video. This chapter brings together the implicit encoding of motion and con-
textual parameters from Chapter 2 with the work we did in testing existing deep neural
architectures on a highly dynamic dataset which we introduced in Chapter 3.
4.2 Related Work
The ability to recognize a human being from a series of joints was first popularized by
Johansson et al [12] in the 1970s. In this work, Johansson proposed extracting joints from
a walking subject by shining a flashlight at reflective tape in a darkened environment. In a
controlled setting, Johansson tracked the joints of a subject moving in a single horizontal
plane from the left to the right of the image frame. By treating these points as moving
vectors, he was able to demonstrate that these simple dots over time did in fact encode a vast
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Figure 4.1: Source: [12]. This figure represents one of the first attempts at representing a
human pose using joints in 2D space.
amount of information about an individual’s motion and be indicative of the activity which
they were performing. Figure 4.1 demonstrates a drawing of his setup which contained
a total of 10 joints. These joints are still the basis of how we compute a human pose
today. The work of Shotton et. al. using depth [78] was a pivotal moment in the vision
community with the introduction of a consumer-friendly depth sensor which could detect
a human pose with incredible levels of accuracy. Additionally, the work of Toshev and
Szegedy using neural networks on digital images [61] further improved our detection of
a human pose from an RGB camera. Today, pose detectors can accurately detect a large
number of human poses in a single frame in real-time. In this work we will explore the
benefit of leveraging these representations to improve our understanding of human actions.
Prior work in the field of action recognition has demonstrated the overall importance
of high-level features (joints) in improving our understanding of specific actions [79] and
therefore the need to develop appropriate representations. One of the prevailing issues in
this area is the evaluation using datasets with a high level of inter-class variability. For
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instance in [80] they evaluate their method using the Penn Action dataset which compares
baseball, golf, tennis, and specific workouts (very distinct poses / classes). Similar issues
were prevalent in the KTH and UCF datasets [81][64] which contained fairly simple unique
actions. We do note in this work that the UCF dataset contained some classes which over-
lapped in their setting, but most of them differed significantly. Although these datasets
have been studied at length [82] [76], it was clear that more complexity was required to be
applicable to the real world. This issue was further highlighted by Rohrbach et al [83], who
looked at fine grained activities in cooking. In this work, a series of body model features
are introduced which improve the overall understanding of specific actions. We seek to
extend some of these features and combine them with neural network techniques in order
to improve our overall understanding of motion in a scene.
4.2.1 Existing Datasets
There have also been high-level efforts to introduce challenging action recognition datasets
in this field that are in a similar realm to our work. The Kinetics dataset [65] took a hierar-
chical classification of their data by providing approximately 600+ classes (this is continu-
ously growing) and has kept the number of examples to be at least equal with the number
of classes (so at least 600 videos per class). These classes are grouped into parent classes
to produce a hierarchical mapping for each of their unique classes. One of the main issues
with the dataset is that a lot of the data is not as precise in encompassing each action. The
dataset was collected semi-automatically and used raters on Amazon Mechanical Turk to
assess the appropriateness of the video snippet to a category.
The AVA dataset [66] is another effort which focuses more on human interaction. This
dataset defines atomic actions with respect to the interaction between humans or a human
and an object. This scratches well into the surface of the problem of understanding complex
activities and begins to understand the relationship between objects in a scene, an area
which we find of tremendous value.
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Figure 4.2: Source: [84]. This figure, originally presented by He et. al., demonstrates the
issues with simply applying complexity can backfire as networks stop learning as effec-
tively.
In between both of these datasets lay a niche area which we felt encompassed our
dataset well, and that was the exploration and understanding of human motion for these
activities. Therefore, in the first part of our work we introduced the Let’s Dance dataset
[17] as an effort to increase the difficulty of detection between unique human poses and to
introduce complex multi-person actions into the domain. We tested the different modalities
of our dataset (rgb, depth and pose) using standard deep learning techniques in order to
establish a baseline for our dataset. This was one of the objectives of this dissertation.
The next objective was to improve our classification by improving how we parameterize a
human pose in video and how we combine that with RGB techniques.
4.2.2 Existing Deep Learning Approaches
In the ever-growing space of deep learning, there are numerous approaches to understand
and classify images. On a high-level, deep learning involves layers of mathematical opera-
tions that attempt to determine patterns on an matrix of values. This matrix of values can be
a representation of captured light (an image) but it is not limited to those measures. It could
also be a computation of depth (via optical flow, LIDAR sensors, etc) or a visualization of
a human pose. Given the vast number of modalities that can be represented in a matrix
of values, there are a massive number of approaches in the research space. It is important
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to note that our objective was not to reinvent this metaphorical wheel or develop a new
specialized layer that incremented accuracy by a certain percentage. Our approach focused
strictly on the proper understanding of our methods and the use of intuition to improve the
accuracy of existing neural network models. We will briefly overview some of the most
common approaches, some of their benefits and drawbacks, and a high-level reasoning as
to why we selected a particular approach.
Convolutional Neural Networks
Krizhevsky et. al. popularized the use of neural network in their seminal work on ImageNet
classification in the early 2010s [14] [46]. Like most seminal work, it was built on decades
of research in the area. One of the first instances of convolutional networks dates back to
the work of Fukushima [85] which wisely describes how these networks are able to learn
on their own. A few years after that, Yann LeCun applied similar methods combined with
backpropagation to tackle the task ok handwritten digit recognition [86]. Although initial
network structures such as AlexNet were comprised of 5 convolutional layers, a lot of the
following innovation relied on the ability to make these networks deeper and maintain the
networks ability to properly learn without overfitting. In 2015, Szegedy et. al. followed
up on their state-of-the-art work on the Inception networks (also known as GoogLeNet for
Inception v1 [87]) and published Inception v3 which leveraged factorization to decrease
the number of parameters in the network whilst maintaining its complexity [88]. By this
point, the network was 42-convolutions deep and had introduced batch normalization and
factorization (which also made the network wider). Today, it is not uncommon to see
networks with over 100 convolutional layers in depth, and additional novelties to prevent
the challenges that come with an incredibly deep network.
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Residual Networks
One of those changes is residual connections. In 2016, He et. al. [84] leveraged residual
networks to improve the predictions of very deep networks. As image datasets contin-
ued to expand in complexity and size, researchers continued attempting to make networks
deeper and deeper in an effort to learn more fine-grained detail. This general approach of
’just going deeper’ eventually fell apart as very deep layers were no longer learning addi-
tional information. Depth mapped fairly well to the size of a dataset but not directly to the
performance. Common issues arose after tackling a problem with excessive complexity.
Networks commonly over-fitted due to the number of variables used as shown in Figure
4.2. It was clear that deep networks were having trouble learning from layer to layer given
that they appeared to be at maximal depth for the problem at hand (this problem is often re-
ferred to as the degradation problem). We will revisit this concept when training networks
for the Let’s Keep Dancing dataset, where readily available 100+ layer networks quickly
over-fit the problem due to what we theorize is a sheer excess of parameters and a lack of
more data (from the perspective of our dataset in comparison to a dataset the size of Ima-
geNet). Residual networks essentially combine the output of convolutional layers in depth,
meaning that they mathematically aggregate the weights at certain stages in the network
(applying pooling or reshaping operations as necessary to match in size) to better prop-
agate information forward. The result enables network to learn better information when
facing the degradation problem. We address this network in our work because although
it is commonly used, we found that for smaller datasets it seemed to encounter excessive
problems in successfully training.
4.3 Let’s Keep Dancing: Expanding the Let’s Dance Dataset
One of the problems we chose to tackle in the pose detection and action recognition field
was the high inter-class variability and the actual necessity for video data. Many of the
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Figure 4.3: The following figure represents a snapshot of each of the 16 dances presented
in our most recent work. From left to right, then top to bottom: Foxtrot, Tango, Tap, Waltz,
Flamenco, Samba, Square, Swing, Cha, Rumba, Ballet, Quickstep, Break, Latin, Jive, Paso
Doble
initial classification datasets did not require motion to classify their categories (i.e. you
could argue that classifying baseball vs soccer can be achieved using a single image, it is
certainly the case that humans are able to make that distinction). We provided a solution
to this gap in datasets by manually collecting 1600 videos which represent the Let’s Dance
dataset. This dataset, which originally contained 10 types of dances, now contains 16
dances with added styles of ballroom dances to increase the difficulty of the problem. The
main issue with categorizing these classes is that visually it is difficult to distinguish the
subtle difference between each dance. The classification therefore relies in understanding
the motion of each of the dancers over time. As we can see in Figure 4.3, many of these
dances occur in plain clothes, and are often difficult to identify on their own. Due to the
lack of domain knowledge we were unable to test how well humans would be able to
identify each individual dance, but we did test their interpretation of motion for two pose
representations and found that identifying the parent activity was highly likely.
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Table 4.1: The distribution of the 16 different classes in the Let’s Dance dataset. The
discrepancy in the number of videos is due to video attrition suffered on the YouTube
platform over the last 3-4 years of collecting and maintaining the dataset. If a user takes
down their video we respect the extent of that request and remove it from our dataset.

















4.3.1 Optical Flow Estimation
In the original Let’s Dance dataset, we were using Farneback’s approach for optical flow
estimation [68]. After introducing six additional dances, we opted for recomputing optical
flow for the entire dataset with a more modern approach to obtain more high quality flow
information for our analysis. In this update, we used FlowNet 2.0 as an improvement over
the original optical flow estimation, example results of which can be seen in Figure 4.4.
This improvement in flow has the added advantage of improving how well subjects are
segmented from the background in incredible detail. As we can see in the first row, the
center figure is segmented to pixel-level accuracy in much higher quality than standard
approaches to detect flow.
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Figure 4.4: Left: Original Frame. Middle: Farneback’s Optical Flow Estimation [68].
Right: FlowNet 2.0 Output [89]. The smoother segmentation of subjects is shown on the
first row with a more challenging example demonstrated in the last row where the algorithm
struggles with a darker scene.
4.3.2 Pose Estimation
Similarly, we improved our computation of human poses to a more modern approach that
was able to more consistently detect a human pose. Our original approach to pose detection
relied on first detecting a bounding box for each person using YOLO [69] and then pro-
cessing that image with a convolutional network to detect each joint [62]. We improve this
pipeline with a more recent approach from Facebook Research called DensePose [90] that
seemed better equipped for complicated scenes. As we can see in Figure 4.5, the detections
are more prominent and better visualized to identify a unique person in the scene.
Visual Consistency of Poses
These visualizations are generated by extracting the 2D joints on a per-frame basis from
each clip. After extracting the poses, we assign each pose a color based on the minimal
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Figure 4.5: Left: Original Frame. Middle: Pose Detection from [62]. Right: FlowNet
2.0 Output [89]. The smoother segmentation of subjects is shown on the first row with a
more challenging example demonstrated in the last row where the algorithm struggles with
a darker scene.





d(pi, pj), if d(pi, pj) < thresh
new color, otherwise
(4.1)
Here, we compute a thresholded distance metric between the current pose and the poses
detected in the previous k frames. For each pose, we compute their distance to the previous
poses and if they are within the distance threshold we assign that skeleton the color of the
previous frame. We can experimentally determine the distance threshold by making an
assumption about how quickly a human can move in k frames. It is important to note that
frame rate is not always consistent in the dance dataset so this metric should be computed
per video if a specific distance wants to be enforced. The variable k can be determined
experimentally by visually assessing the persistence of the pose detection algorithm from
frame to frame. We determined k = 2 for DensePose [90]. A threshold of 10 pixels worked
well for our dataset. This approach has certain drawbacks in the context of dancing. When
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couples are dancing, we see issues both with detection and misassigned colors when one
dancer is identified as the other. This happens most commonly when the pose detection
algorithm fails to detect both dancers correctly but does not consistently detect one or the
other. We fine tune our network on these visualized frames, which are consistent with the
frames that we presented to participants in Experiment 2.
4.3.3 Specificity of Classes
One of the issues that has come up since the release and analysis of our dataset is how
specific a particular label is in the context of dancing. We would like to acknowledge
a mistake we made in labeling a dance type as latin’, which doesn’t do a good job of
encompassing a particular type of dance but rather a high-level category. About 50% of
this category is in fact bachata, whilst the remaining half is salsa. In retrospect, we should
have split these categories up. Additionally, we are keen to acknowledge that many of these
dances have similar origins and likely overlap in tempo, movement, and style. We see this
as part of why it is such a difficult and compelling problem to tackle.
4.4 Human Experiments: Mechanical Turk Studies
In order to better understand how human beings extracted information from human poses,
we conducted two experiments. The purpose of the first experiment was to understand
whether we could extract intent from moving dots. This was a modern replication of a
study that was done decades ago and is heavily referenced in this work by Johansson et.
al. [12]. The second experiment was to determine whether more accurate classification
could be extracted from our pose visualization. In this visualization it is more clear that the
subjects are human, and the goal is more targeted towards determining the specific activity
they are undergoing.
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Figure 4.6: Prompt shown to Turkers with a short clip of moving yellow dots, as visualized
in Figure 4.7.
4.4.1 Experiment 1: Understanding Simple Poses
During our first Mechanical Turk experiment we explored whether humans could identify
a person and the activity they were conducting based on a visualization of their joints over
time. The main objective is to understand if the motion of a series of pixels encodes a
persons’ activity. We were surprised that every participant was able to identify the moving
dots as a human being and also classify the activity they were performing accurately. Some
of the responses are shown below in table 4.2, with all of the responses included in our
Appendix.
In this experiment, we asked participants to describe what they saw in the video (prompt
shown in Figure 4.6). It is important to note that we made no reference to human beings,
or activity recognition, we simply asked for a description of what they saw. We chose the
Weizmann Human Action dataset [91] which contains 10 simple actions in a fairly con-
trolled environment that would be straightforward to detect (bending down, jumping jacks,
jumping, hopping on one foot, running, moving sideways, skipping, walking, and waving
with one and two hands). After running the original video through a simple pose detection
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Figure 4.7: Left: Original frame from the Weizmann Human Action dataset, subject is
waving with both hands. Right: A frame from the video shown to Mechanical Turk partic-
ipants, depicts the human pose.
algorithm, we visualized the joints as yellow dots and asked participants to describe what
they saw in the video. We obtained a total of 279 responses from 19 participants. Despite
no indication of the content of the video, an overwhelming majority of participants were
able to label the action correctly and all of the participants assumed the dots were a human.
Humans were even able to extract intention from seemingly basic classes. For instance,
for the action of a participant waving both their hands, shown in Figure 4.7, a subject re-
sponded with ” Man said bye or don’t come here”. It is fascinating to see that we are not
only prone to assume that it is a person, but also their gender and what they are potentially
communicating. The main objective of this high-level study was to confirm that we are
not only capable of determining that these dots are of a human being, but also the action
that the participants are conducting. We opted for a simple action recognition dataset and
not our own dance dataset for this study because it was likely participants would be unable
to pick out which dance they were observing without prior knowledge but providing that
knowledge would bias them to know that it was a human action.
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Table 4.2: Some examples of Mechanical Turk responses from our first experiment. As you
can see, people are always accurately describing the motion of the figure. The only arguably
incorrect responses were people describing running as walking, or subtle differences like
describing skipping as hopping.
Original Video Class Turker Response
Walking The figure is casually walking.
Skip The figure is hopping on one leg.
Jump Jumping on both feet
Galloping Sideways A figure is side-stepping to the right.
Two-hand Wave One man say bye or don’t come here.
Skip A person hopping on their right leg and moving forward
Jumping Jacks a man doing jumping jacks with the left arm jerking a bit unnaturally
Running The figure is running to the left of the screen.
Jumping in Place Man just jumping in one place
4.4.2 Experiment 2: Can we see human poses dance?
The second experiment we conducted visualized the human poses using DensePose [90], a
more recent technique for detecting a human pose. In this experiment we asked participants
to describe the action being performed in the video as specifically as possible. Although
we do not expect most participants to identify the specific type of dancing, given how the
first experiment went, we did expect users to categorize all activities as a type of dancing,
or simply dancing. The idea behind this experiment was to understand if human’s could
determine that the motion of a human pose was correlated to dancing. The audio for each
of the videos was not included in order to control for the bias that would likely introduce
to this experiment. The setup was nearly identical to Figure 4.6, with the only difference
being that we added a flicker warning for any participant that may have been sensitive to
flickering colors (visually, a pose would often flicker when a detection was missed in a
particular frame).
As we can see in Table 4.3 (see Appendix for full list of responses), most participants
recognized that the individuals were dancing, and some even named types of dances they
thought were particularly similar to what they saw. It was impressive to see people pick
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Table 4.3: Some handpicked examples of Mechanical Turk responses from our second
experiment. Responses left as is. These examples were picked to demonstrate some of the
best descriptions for the pose videos we got.
Original Video Class Turker Response
Foxtrot figures ballroom dancing
Flamenco This is dancing stage performance and the guys dancing near the
guy using music instrument.
Quickstep A solo dancer dancing in a semi circle followed along by other
solo dancers. all the dancers are moving their hips like if dancing
to salsa.
Break Dancing this video clip single guys only dancing like a hip hop and other
are watching.
Tap All guys are dancing in the floor.this is group dance.beautiful co-
ordination
Ballet this video clip 3 members only dancing like that bharatham dance
in he floor
Break Dancing A solo dancer in the middle moving his feet really fast. A few
dancers in a line also moving their feet fast. A solodancer break-
dancing their way to the middle
out break dancing and ballroom dancing from the list of classes. This table is however
hand picked as good results, the majority of results mention dancing in some capacity but
do not go into as much detail about the type of dance being performed. These responses
demonstrated that human beings are able to determine that the poses are dancing, but likely
due to a lack of domain expertise were unable to determine the specific type of dance. These
results helped us understand the knowledge that is embedded in the motion of a human pose
and motivated our work in parameterizing it for improving video classification.
4.5 Methodology
We present a standard methodology for the classification of these 16 dance categories. We
tested a number of existing approaches and present a late-fusion approach to combine our
motion parameterization to demonstrate improvements on a standard network. In compar-
ison to previous work on this dataset, we make use of significantly deeper networks and
leverage the improvements in our data representations to obtain the best performance for
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Figure 4.8: Left: Original RGB Image. Center: Estimated Optical Flow [89]. Right:
Human Pose Estimation [90]
the Let’s Dance dataset. In this section we will overview that approach and present our
results.
4.5.1 Data Representations
The data was processed into three representations: original RGB frame, optical flow rep-
resentation obtained via FlowNet v2.0 [89], and a visualization of poses extracted from
DensePose[90]. An example of these three representations can be seen in Figure 4.8.
4.5.2 Baseline Approach
For each representation, we fine tune the Inception v3 neural network model [88]. This
model is pre-trained on ImageNet labels (1000 classes) and we fine tune it to our dataset
over 4000 iterations. We resize all of our input images to the same size as the model input,
which is 299 x 299 in resolution. For all experiments we divide our data into 80% for
training, 10% for testing and 10% for validation. We are always keen to note that we train
and test on a per video basis, meaning that videos that were seen in the training set are not
in the testing or validation set. We divide the sets equally per class so they contain roughly
the same number of samples per class for every stage of the learning process.
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4.5.3 Fusion Approaches
For our results we leverage two types of fusion to combine different modalities. For stan-
dard fusion approaches, we use the same network and simply combine the network pre-
dictions to determine the classification, which is how networks are normally combined to
incorporate additional information. For late fusion approaches, we use a random decision
forest to combine network predictions together. A late fusion approach tends to demon-
strate improvements over standard fusion approaches because it enables the learning algo-
rithm to decide which prediction may be more valuable for certain classes, which is key in
improving performance.
Three-Stream + Parameterization Late Fusion Approach
Our final network uses three Inception-v3 networks trained on ImageNet and finetuned for
our RGB data, optical flow, and dense pose. We use the class predictions of each of these
networks as features into a random forest which we combine with the parameterization of
the pose shown below. We show that this late fusion approach enables a straightforward
way of embedding intuitive features into neural network approaches to increment our un-
derstanding of what the network is learning and how we can improve performance with
more informed intuition. The network is shown on Figure 4.9.
4.5.4 Parameterization of a Human Pose
From here, we developed a set of parameters that would properly represent the joints we
were looking at. The main goal was to develop a representation that would uniquely iden-
tify a human pose. The list of joints that is commonly detected in pose estimation is the
following:
• Head (more recent algorithms detect nose, ears, and eyes).
• Shoulder (Right and Left)
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Figure 4.9: Visualization of the Three-Stream + Parameterization Network Architec-
ture. Original visualization of the Inception v3 network was presented here: https:
//cloud.google.com/tpu/docs/inception-v3-advanced
• Elbow (Right and Left)
• Wrist (Right and Left)
• Hip (Right and Left)
• Knee (Right and Left)
• Ankle (Right and Left)
These joints represent a human pose. The changes in position of these joints over time
represent human motion. We argue that this motion is vital in improving our understanding
of human actions and present a method in which we can leverage this motion alongside
state-of-the-art techniques to improve our overall learning.
From here, we can establish some features that encode these joints and more impor-
tantly represent the pose of the individual. We encode the following distances in each pose:
• Hip to Elbow (Left and Right)
• Hip to Wrist (Left and Right)
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• Shoulder to Wrist (Left and Right)
• Hip to Ankle (Left and Right)
• Wrist Distance (Left to Right)
• Ankle Distance (Left to Right)
• Elbow Distance (Left to Right)
• Polar Distances of Wrist (Left and Right)
• Elbow Angle (Left and Right)
In order to encode each pose into a single feature, we propose an implementation of the
Winner-Take-All hashing algorithm to parameterize a human pose [92]. This comparative
algorithm encodes the pose by randomly comparing a subset of the distances and using the
rank of the maximum value in the subset to generate a hash. The algorithm can actually be
used for any feature vector but we believe it is quite well suited for representing a human
pose. A single hash therefore represents single human pose in a frame. The number of
occurrences of each hash is therefore all of the poses that were seen in the video. This
representation can be thought of as a histogram of poses for a specific video. The theory
here is that in cases where the class is hard to determine (such as our various types of
ballroom dancing), a histogram of the poses seen in a clip improves our understanding of
each dance class. This becomes the main set of features we use for learning from a human
pose. Given that this algorithm is comparative, we only use the distances to generate each
hash and use angles and other parameters as additional features to our histogram of hashes.
We tested a number of parameters for the hashing algorithm and found that k = 5 with 3
permutations worked well for our number of parameters. Once we randomly generated a set
of permutations, we maintained that set of permutations throughout our experiments (it is
important to do this to be able to actually learn from trained features, if your permutations
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are different during testing you will experience no learning). The values we used in our
work are the following: [[13, 6, 11, 10, 14], [15, 11, 6, 12, 10], [3, 0, 1, 13, 9]].
4.5.5 Movement
In addition to these parameters we encode the number of poses in each frame, we want to
incorporate the motion of the pose over time. A simple way of exploring this is to encode







This computes the distance from the joint i to the centroid of all joints in a given frame.
We use the centroid because it is relative to each pose and therefore enables a more stable
and accurate representation of change in motion for each joint. After computing this for
every pose in every frame, we take the standard deviation of this distance to determine the
relative motion of each joint in a dance over time.
4.6 Results & Discussion
In this section we present all of the results we obtained after analyzing our new dataset.
All of our results are on a per-video basis (unless stated otherwise) on the same training,
testing and validation set. In order to combine frame results, we vote on a per frame basis
and pick the majority prediction for a video. Top-k results are presented on a per-frame
basis for RGB, Flow and Pose results as shown in Table 4.4.
4.6.1 Top-k Results
As expected, RGB performs best among the three modalities, which is the original input.
Flow outperforms pose between 5-10% which we hypothesize is because flow tends to
retain more information (sometimes pose fails to recognize any people in the frame). The
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Table 4.4: Per-frame Accuracy results for three modalities using the Inception-v3 model
pre-trained on ImageNet and fine-tuned on each modality.
Top-K Accuracy RGB Flow Pose
Top-1 47.81% 33.15% 28.01%
Top-3 79.12% 63.99% 54.89%
Top-5 92.86% 78.75% 70.92%
top-5 results demonstrate the model is likely confounding some of the difficult classes,
we’ll explore this in more depth when analyzing our three-stream models.
4.6.2 Single Stream Network
We compute per-video accuracies for our single-stream networks to compare and assess
the raw contribution of each modality. These results mimic the Top-1 results above, with
one notable improvement for optical flow which improves by approximately 18%, likely
due to very split predictions for certain videos that get correctly classified when assessed
on a per-video basis versus a per-frame basis. We see slightly more subdued improvements
for pose and RGB, but the rank of each modality remains the same, RGB performs best,
followed by flow and then pose (one could speculate this is expected as RGB contains some
of the raw information which both pose and flow are directly derived from).
4.6.3 Two-Stream Networks
We combine each of our networks as a two-stream network using late fusion in order to
assess their combined performance. Once we combine any two streams on a per-video
basis, we see the accuracy converge to approximately 55%, with RGB + Flow achieving
the best performance at 56.95%. Interestingly enough, combining flow and pose performs
as well as the original modality they were computed from. However, we are able to im-
prove on this by extending this approach to three modalities and finally by aggregating our
parameterized approach.
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Table 4.5: Per-video Accuracy results for each modality and combined modalities. Accu-
racy increases steadily from the Top-1 results seen in Table 4.4 because we are assessing on
a per-video basis, meaning that non-majority mis-classifications don’t count against total
accuracy for each video.
Modality Accuracy
Parameterization 39.07%
RGB + Parameterization 54.97%
Flow + Parameterization 51.65%
Pose + Parameterization 38.41%
RGB + Pose + Parameterization 55.63%
RGB + Flow + Parameterization 56.95%
Flow + Pose + Parameterization 54.97%
RGB + Flow + Pose 60.27%
RGB + Flow + Pose + Parameterization 66.23%
4.6.4 Three-Stream Network and Parameterization
Lastly, we connect all three streams to achieve the best accuracy using solely deep learning
approaches. We see that we are able to categorize approximately 60.27% of the videos
correctly. For the three-stream approach, we observe that there are a handful of classes
in which we really struggle at classifying. In particular, we struggle with classifying cha,
foxtrot, rumba, samba and tango. As we know, these are types of ballroom dancing which
have significant visual overlap on a per-frame basis. Adding parameterization to the three-
stream network improves accuracy by approximately 6%. However, there are a number
of interesting observations to make. Overall, we see improvements in the classification of
break dancing, ballet, tango, quickstep among other classes. We see some degradation in
performance for cha and foxtrot which is contrasted by improvements in rumba and samba.
The biggest outlier is the number of mis-classifications of cha as rumba (7 out of 10 cha
videos get mis-classified as rumba). Outside of this, samba gets confused with jive during
the three-stream network but some of these mis-classifications are resolved with the added
pose parameterization.
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Figure 4.10: Left: Three-Stream Class Prediction Confusion Matrix. Right: Three-Stream
+ Parameterization Prediction Confusion Matrix.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we demonstrated the benefit of parameterization in classifying fine-grained
human actions. We expanded our existing dataset from 10 to 16 dances, with 5 addi-
tional ballroom dances that increase the difficulty of detecting the subtle differences in
each dance. From here, we demonstrated that pose representations encode a significant
amount of information. Participants in our Mechanical Turk studies were able to identify
a variety of activities to high levels of accuracy and were able to understand the action of
dancing in a series of examples without any prompt or indication of what the content was
about. We learned that computing intuitive parameters alongside training deep neural net-
works on these representations still has the capability of impacting performance. Although
we do believe that a properly designed neuron in a network could learn similar traits to the
parameters we hand developed for each of the human poses, we want to note that there is a
lot of value in developing metrics that are understandable and representative of the activity.
In this work we acknowledge the value of complexity but remain confident that simplicity




In this thesis we demonstrate the importance of understanding human motion representa-
tions and their context for effective action classification. First, we focus on the classification
of egocentric images in an everyday context. This classification is achieved by combining
the power of deep convolutional neural networks with human intuition in order to fuse
a basic parameterization of the data (time of day and color histograms). We also demon-
strate the validity of our model by fine-tuning and testing it with two additional participants
using one additional day of training data. This highlights that a deep neural network en-
codes transferable information in the context of daily activity classification. Following that
work, we developed the Let’s Dance dataset [17]. In this dataset we manually collected
1000 videos of people dancing on YouTube. We hand-selected a 10-second window which
actually contained the subjects dancing, and then extracted all of those videos from the
web. We then processed all of these videos to generate optical flow representations and
human pose information. We then tested common techniques for processing these repre-
sentations in order to assess the difficulty of classifying these dances. Our best approach
required three temporal (3D) neural networks running on each of the representations and
achieved an accuracy of 71.60% on the 10 classes. Although this was a promising result, we
acknowledge the drawbacks of an incredibly computationally intensive approach to classi-
fying a single action. Therefore, the focus of our work moving forward was in improving
the representation and classification of a human pose for achieving comparable accuracy.
We demonstrated that a similar, less computationally intensive approach achieved a com-
parable performance of 70.11%. We also expanded the existing dataset to a total of 1600
videos by adding an additional 6 dancing classes, comprised of 5 Latin ballroom dancing
and tap dancing. In addition to this, we improve some of the algorithms behind our optical
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flow and pose calculation in order to determine more accurate results and combine these
results to achieve state-of-the-art performance for the dataset. Then, we integrate a param-
eterization of a human pose into our network in order to explicitly encode motion into our
learning pipeline. We demonstrate that these explicitly representations introduced through
the use of a late-fusion ensemble significantly improve performance and therefore improve
the effectiveness of action classification in video. These techniques can be extended to any






LET’S KEEP DANCING: EXPERIMENT 1: MECHANICAL TURK RESPONSES
Table A.1: Complete List of Results. Many of the repeated
results are due to the same user evaluating different videos
of the same action. In total, there were 19 participants, on
average completing 14 tasks each.
Original Video Class Turker Response
Run a man running
Gallop sideways A man is dancing
One-hand wave A person is saluting
Bend dance
Jump na
Jump left side waallk
Jump in Place na
Gallop sideways left side waallk










Original Video Class Turker Response
Walk walk
Bend Just Pick little things from the ground
Jumping Jack Man doing excercise
Jump Man moving through jumping with both legs from right side
to left side
Jump in Place Man just jumping in one place
Run Man Runnning with slowly and slightly
Run Man Running slightly and slowly
Gallop sideways Man Jumping with joyfully from right side to left side
Skip Man Jumping with One leg
Skip Man jumping with one leg from left side to right side
Walk Just Walking with long steps
Walk Man just walking straight from left side to right side
One-hand wave Man say bye with one hand
One-hand wave A Man doing salute
Two-hand wave Man said bye or don’t come here
Two-hand wave One man say bye or don’t come here
Run A figure made up of yellow circles running across screen.
Skip A figure made up of yellow circles limping.
Bend A person picking something up with their right hand
Jumping Jack A person doing jumping jacks
Jump A person with both arms down hopping forward on both
legs towards the right
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Table A.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
Jump A person skipping towards the left
Jump A person hopping forward towards the left with their arms
down at their sides
Jump in Place A person jumping rope
Jump in Place A person jumping like on a pogo stick
Jump in Place A person jumping straight up with their legs together and
their arms at their side
Run A person jogging towards the right
Gallop sideways A person skipping to their right if they are facing me
Gallop sideways A person facing towards me skipping towards their left with
their arms down
Skip A person hopping towards the left on their right leg
Skip A person hopping on their right leg and moving forward
Skip A person hopping on their right leg and moving to the right
Walk A person wa
Walk A person walking to the left with their head slightly bowed
One-hand wave A person with both legs together touching their head with
their right arm if they are facing me
One-hand wave A person touching their head with their right arm if they are
facing me
Two-hand wave A person touching their head from outstretched arms with
their legs together
Two-hand wave A person curling up both arms from an outstretched position
and both legs together
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Table A.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
Two-hand wave A person touching their head with both hands from out-
stretched arms
Jumping Jack WORK OUT
Jumping Jack Animated character doing exercise practice.
Jump JUMPING
Skip hopscotch game animation
Walk Tthe animated character doing walking practice. I think
demo demo for robots.
One-hand wave STAR USING DRESS HUMAN DANCE
Bend Bending
Bend Bending





Jump jumping on one leg
Jump jumping on one leg
Jump in Place jumping
Run running
Run running
Gallop sideways taking long steps
Gallop sideways taking long steps
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Table A.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
Gallop sideways taking long steps
Skip jumping on one leg
Skip jumping on one leg





One-hand wave waving with one arm
One-hand wave waving with one arm
Two-hand wave waving with two hands
Two-hand wave waving with two hands
Two-hand wave waving with two hands
Two-hand wave waving with two hands
Bend a man bending over
Bend a body bending down
Bend a body bending down
Bend a body bending down
Bend a body bending down
Bend a body bending down
Jumping Jack a body doing jumping jacks




Original Video Class Turker Response
Jumping Jack a man doing jumping jacks
Jump a body hopping across the screen
Jump a body jumping across the screen
Jump in Place a body jumping rope
Run a body running
Run a body stumbling as it runs
Run a body running then slowing down
Run a body running and then again from the middle of the screen
Run a body running
Run a body running
Gallop sideways a body hopping across the screen sideways
Gallop sideways a body hopping sideways
Skip a body skipping
Skip a body jumping across the screen on one leg
Skip a body limping
Walk a body walking
Walk a body walking
Walk a body walking
Walk a body walking
One-hand wave a body waving
Two-hand wave a body waving his hands above his head
Two-hand wave A body moving hands together.
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Table A.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
Bend The figure is picking something up from the ground with
both arms.
Bend The figure is picking something up from the ground.
Bend The figure is picking something up from the ground with
the right arm.
Jumping Jack The figure is doing jumping jacks.
Jumping Jack The figure is doing jumping jacks.
Jumping Jack The figure is doing jumping jacks.
Jumping Jack The figure is doing jumping jacks.
Jump The figure is hopping on one leg across the screen.
Jump The figure is hopping across the screen to the left.
Jump The figure is hopping across the screen.
Jump The figure is hopping on one leg across the screen.
Jump in Place The figure is hopping in place.
Jump in Place The figure is hopping in place.
Jump in Place The figure is hopping in place.
Run The figure is running.
Run The figure is casually running to the left of the screen.
Run The figure is running to the left of the screen.
Run The figure is running to the right of the screen.
Run The figure is casually running.
Gallop sideways The figure is hopping towards the left.
Gallop sideways The figure is hopping to the left side.
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Table A.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
Gallop sideways A figure is side-stepping.
Gallop sideways The figure is side hopping to the right.
Gallop sideways A figure is side-stepping to the right.
Gallop sideways A figure is side-stepping to the right.
Skip The figure is hopping on the left leg.
Skip The figure is hopping across with one leg.
Skip The figure is hopping on one leg.
Skip The figure is hopping across with one leg.
Skip The figure is hopping on one leg across the screen.
Walk The figure is casually walking.
Walk The figure is casually walking to the left of the screen.
One-hand wave The figure is waving with the right arm.
One-hand wave The figure is waving with the right arm.
One-hand wave The figure is waving.
One-hand wave The figure is waving with the right arm.
One-hand wave The figure is waving with the right arm.
Two-hand wave The figure is waving with both arms.
Two-hand wave The figure is waving with both arms.
Two-hand wave The figure is waving with both arms.
Two-hand wave The figure is waving with both hands.
Bend A person bending forward.
Bend A person bending forward.
Jumping Jack A person doing jumping jacks.
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Table A.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
Jump in Place A person jumping rope.
Jump in Place Jumping
Jump in Place A person dancing an Irish jig.
Run A man is running.
Gallop sideways A person walking sideways.
Walk A person walking down the street.
Walk A man is walking
Walk A person walking.
One-hand wave A person waving their hand an rubbing their belly.
One-hand wave A person waving hello.
Two-hand wave A man is waving his both the hands
Two-hand wave A man is waving his hand
Jumping Jack exasais
Jump in Place playing skipping
Jump in Place jumping
Jump in Place jumping
Jump in Place jumping
Run running
Skip one leg jump
Walk walking
Bend Reaching down to touch the ground with one arm
Bend Touching the ground with one hand
Bend Reaching down to touch the ground with one arm
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Table A.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
Bend Reaching down to touch the ground with one arm
Bend Touching the ground with one hand
Bend Reaching down to touch the ground with one arm
Bend Touching the ground with one hand
Bend Reaching down to touch the ground with one arm
Bend Reaching down to touch the ground with one arm
Jumping Jack Jumping jacks
Jumping Jack Jumping jacks
Jumping Jack Jumping jacks
Jumping Jack Jumping jacks
Jumping Jack Jumping jacks
Jumping Jack Jumping jacks
Jumping Jack Jumping jacks
Jumping Jack Jumping jacks
Jumping Jack Jumping jacks
Jump Jumping around
Jump Jumping around
Jump Jumping on both feet
Jump Jumping






Original Video Class Turker Response
Jump in Place Jumping on both feet
Jump in Place Jumping on both feet
Jump in Place Jumping on both feet
Jump in Place Hopping on both feet
Jump in Place Jumping on both feet
Jump in Place Hopping
Jump in Place Jumping up and down
Jump in Place Hopping











Gallop sideways Sliding sideways
Gallop sideways Jumping sideways
Gallop sideways Sliding sideways
Gallop sideways Sliding sideways
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Table A.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
Gallop sideways Sliding sideways
Gallop sideways Sliding sideways
Gallop sideways Sliding sideways
Gallop sideways Sliding sideways
Gallop sideways Sliding sideways
Skip Hopping on one foot
Skip Jumping on one foot
Skip Jumping on one foot
Skip Jumping on one foot
Skip Hopping on one foot
Skip Hopping on one foot
Skip Jumping on one foot
Skip Hopping on one foot
Skip Hopping on one foot











Original Video Class Turker Response
Walk Walking fast
Walk Walking
One-hand wave Waving one arm
One-hand wave Waving one arm
One-hand wave Waving arm
One-hand wave Waving arm
One-hand wave Waving arm
One-hand wave Waving one arm
One-hand wave Waving arm
One-hand wave Waving one arm
One-hand wave Waving one arm
Two-hand wave Flagging someone down
Two-hand wave Waving both arms
Two-hand wave Waving both arms
Two-hand wave Waving arms
Two-hand wave Waving both arms
Two-hand wave Waving arms
Two-hand wave Waving both arms
Two-hand wave Waving both arms
Two-hand wave Waving both arms
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APPENDIX B
LET’S KEEP DANCING: EXPERIMENT 2: MECHANICAL TURK RESPONSES
Table B.1: Complete List of Results for Experiment 2. In
total, there were 18 participants, on average completing 12
tasks each for a total of 217 descriptions.
Original Video Class Turker Response
jive This video clip pair dancing and all couples are dancing in
fast mode in the floor
jive One couple as the focus point doing what looks like a quick
step. Other couples are behind also dancing in pairs.
waltz the people are holding and rolling something with their
hands
waltz This video clip single guys are dancing and this is hip hop
dance equal dancing in the flooe
pasodoble This video clip single couple only dancing this floor like a
romantic melody theme
tango All guys are dancing partner dance in the floor like romantic
song for this video clip
pasodoble This video clip all guys are dancing group dance and partner
dance also .some peoples watching
foxtrot This video clip guys dancing like a pair dance and single




Original Video Class Turker Response
rumba Blue taller man dances with another and then by himself
and then lifts up one arm slowly.
rumba this video clip only one pair dance in melody theme slow
motion on the floor
rumba figures doing the tango
jive This video clip all guys dancing group dance like a pair
dance in the floor
flamenco This video clip first part couple danced another scenes are
single guys dancing the floor
flamenco four people are dancing
square This video clip group dancing the floor and guys dancing
fast mode
square Many couples were dancing in a romantic feel.
cha some people are doing exercise with particular steps
cha This video clip all guys dancing ballet dance pair changed
the dance like a swing
tap This video clip all guys are dancing in the floor
swing This video clip only one pair dancing the floor.and sur-
rounding peoples are applauding
swing Some stick figures are dancing while others watch.
tap This video clip peoples are dancing line by line like group
dancing coordination is perfect
tap The animated characters are dancing very excitedly.
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Table B.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
swing This video clip is partner dance and the couples are dancing
romantic music
samba This video clip pair dancing like a contra dance in the floor
samba It is a motion video of animated characters. Characters are
dancing smartly on the video
break This video clip single man dancing like a hip hop dance and
surrounding peoples are watching the dance
square First 6 guys are dancing in line and one man added to like a
line dancing .surrounding peoples watching the dance
square several hues of thin stick figures in what appears to be an
organized dance.
swing This video clip all guys are dancing like a group dance and
all guys coordination in perfect
tap best to see
tap This video clip is dancing like a group dance and the guys
are doing line by line and coordination super
tap It’s seven stick figure people dancing, and while they’re
dancing a few of them change color.
samba figures disco dancing
samba This video clip group dancing the floor and single man
dancing




Original Video Class Turker Response
foxtrot Solo dancers and couples dancing all over the room. some
are dancing fast and some are dancing slow.
foxtrot figures ballroom dancing
foxtrot this video clip all guys are dancing the partner dance and
single man dance also included
swing This video clip The single couple only dancing like a swing
dance and other guys are applauds
foxtrot One person in the front dancing around and moving his
arms around.
foxtrot First half single man only dancing then joining the another
person like a couple dance in the floor
jive This video clip only one couple only dancing others not in-
cluding the floor
cha This video clip is all guys are dancing partner dance like
romantic dance
flamenco This is dancing stage performance and the guys dancing
near the guy using music instrument
tango This video clip all guys are dancing pair dance and single
guy dance also included
quickstep This video clip single man dancing but all guys are dancing
like a solo in the floor
quickstep A solo dancer dancing in a semi circle followed along by
other solo dancers. all the dancers are moving their hips
like if dancing to salsa.
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Table B.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
cha this video clip is partner dancing and dancing fast mode
tango This video clip couples are dancing the floor and surround-
ing peoples are applauding
break Men with different color LED lights are dancing.
break this video clip single guys only dancing like a hip hop and
other are watching
flamenco two couple dancing this video clip and this dance is most
melody and romantic songs choosed
flamenco two people in yellow and blue are dancing .
latin this video clip couples are dancing like a group dance in the
floor
pasodoble This video all guys are dancing couple dancing and single
guy dancing also included in the floor
tap All guys are dancing line by line and group dancing in this
video clip
flamenco This video clip single man performing the stage other guys
are using music instruments
flamenco this video clip this is stage performance and the single guy
only dancing other guys are music department
flamenco great work
samba This video clip all guys dancing but single man dance own
steps in the floor




Original Video Class Turker Response
quickstep A group of performers wearing LED lighting are dancing
around with a few twirling also.
quickstep All guys are dancing the partner dance and dancing like a
fast mode
quickstep it looks like people dancing together and as singles
tango In this video all guys are dancing single man dance in the
floor .like slow motion dancing
swing this video clip all guys are dancing like a group dance single
man dance in fast mode
tango Some guys are doing couple dancing and other peoples are
single man dancing this video clip
tango step by step good
tap All guys are dancing in the floor.this is group
dance.beautiful coordination
pasodoble This video clip ballet dance .and the couples are dancing
the flloor and surrounded peoples are sitting watching the
dance
pasodoble Figures sitting in the background while two figures dance
together.
swing This video clip pair dancing romantic themes and surround-
ing people are enjoy to watching the dance
quickstep well done work
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Table B.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
quickstep Two figures dancing in front then move to back with several
other dances and then another dancer moves from left to
right in front.
ballet This video clip single man only dancing like a hip hop dance
in the floor
latin This video clip single couple only dancing this floor like a
romantic melody theme
quickstep Single guy dancing this video clip. one by one dancing the
floor ..and show this video
samba This video clip first half single man dancing then adding
one lady pair dancing in fast mode
cha this video clip all guys are dancing like a partner dance and
single man dance also included
cha multicolored stick figures dancing
rumba Couples were dancing in the bharatham style.
cha This video clip only one pair dacing in the floor
cha figure dancing
square many colored stick figure walking while the colors on them
flicker
square This video clip couples are dancing and couples exchange
dance also going on the floor
flamenco This video clip group dancing the floor and guys dancing
fast mode
flamenco good effect leg dance
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Table B.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
waltz This video clip is guys are dancing like ballet dance .and
partner dance also same .gusy looking romantic
waltz very good couple dance
foxtrot this video clip all guys are dancing like a partner dance and
single man dance also included
break this video clip one guy only dancing like a hip hop dance
and another guy applaud on the floor
break one in blue giving only hand movements but the yellow one
jumping and and giving very fast movements of the body
break A stick figure is dancing while shapes move around beside
them.
quickstep This video clip all guys dancing couple dance and single
man dance also in the fast mode
square This video clip all guys are dancing partner dance like a
swing dancing in the floor
tap All guys are dancing in line and all are doing hand moments
in the floor. in this video clip
samba This video clip only one pair only dancing in center of the
floor and others dancing in themselves in the floor
samba it looks like some sort of synchronized or choreographed
dancing
square A lone dancer kicking his feet and moving his arms off to
the side away from the group. And a group of dancers danc-
ing in a circle and then pairing off.
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Table B.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
square this video clip all guys are dancing like a partner dance and
single man dance also included
jive great effect
jive this is dancing group dance but like a partner dance and
guys dance performance is good
samba This video clip only one couple dancing and surrounding
peoples are watching Applauding the floor
ballet This video clip first half single man only dancing and other
lady joining the dance performance solo performance is best
part
ballet figure dancing
ballet Some figures sitting and while tapping their hands and kick-
ing her feet. Other figures standing and kicking their feet
and tapping their hands.
ballet This video clip single man only dancing and other are
watching and applauding
ballet this video clip 3 members only dancing like that bharatham
dance in he floor
tap this video clip single guy only dancing like a hip hop dance
.
break This video clip single man dancing like a hip hop dance and
surrounding peoples are applauding
tango All guys are dancing like a couple dance with melody
themes in this video clip
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Table B.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
tango figures dancing
ballet This video clip like a group dance final stage .and guys are
using equipments also
ballet two group of people are fighting
rumba this video clip all guys are dancing like a partner dance and
single man dance also included
jive This video clip pair dancing in fast mode and surrounding
peoples watching the floor
jive Two dancers twirl in front around each other and then move
slowly to the back with other dancers.
tap This video clip single man dancing like hip hop in floor and
peoples are surrounding applauding and sounded
swing This video clip only one pair dancing like a ballet dance on
the floor
pasodoble Multiple couples twirling their partners and dancing in in
tandem. Other figures sitting outside of the dancing area
watching the couples.
pasodoble This video clip group dancing the floor and guys dancing
fast mode
pasodoble there is a group dance program on the stage
quickstep This video clip first single man only dancing after lady join
with dancing like a ballet dance in this floor
waltz nice one to see
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Table B.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
waltz this video dance like a group dancing but all guys are doing
own dance in this floor
jive this video clip is dancing in the floor and couples are danc-
ing.
jive Two figures are dancing around while others dance behind
them.
pasodoble The animated characters are dancing so fast and very
quickly
pasodoble This video clip pair dancing romantic themes and surround-
ing people are enjoy to watching the dance
break This video clip all guys are dancing the floor only one pair
dance
ballet good to see the dance
ballet This video clip single man dancing and that guy dancing
melody themes
flamenco Blue person in middle and close standing and moving arms
around while a person to the right sitting with others moving
in back.
flamenco This video clip like group dancing and the single man center
position of dancing
latin This video clip single pair dancing the floor like a romantic
themes
rumba Couples are dancing like a contra dance and melody themes
are using this performance
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Table B.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
square this video clip is couples are dancing like a ballet dance in
the floor
square A group of couples all in a group doing couples dancing. It
looks like they are doing different styles.
ballet Three dancers in a line doing synchronized ballet type
moves.
waltz This video clip pair dancing romantic themes and surround-
ing people are enjoy to watching the dance
jive this video clip guys are dancing like a couple dance but sin-
gle person also danced
quickstep This video clip is all guys are dancing couple dance and
single man dance also included this dance performance
latin A couple dancing followed by some freestyle solo dancers.
Who are interchanging and not all dancing together. Lastly
it ends with a couple dancing.
waltz This video clip all guys are dancing like a partner dance
with fast mode in the floor
break A solo dancer in the middle moving his feet really fast. A
few dancers in a line also moving their feet fast. A solo
dancer breakdancing their way to the middle.
pasodoble All guys are dancing like a contra dance couples dancing




Original Video Class Turker Response
ballet This video clip guys are dancing like a group dance and
coordination perfect
break a group of people in different colors dancing with fast
movements.
foxtrot This video clip couples only dancing surrounding peoples
are watching and applauding the floor
foxtrot A group of stick figures are dancing around with one an-
other
latin This video clip surrounding peoples are dancing single but
center of the floor couple are danced
swing This video clip surrounding peoples are sitting and applaud-
ing the center pair dancing
tango this video clip all guys are dancing like a partner dance and
single man dance also included
jive Different dancers dancing fancy and wildly towards the cen-
ter of the room.
square This video clip all guys dancing ballet dance pair changed
the dance like aswing
cha This video clip couples are dancing this floor and peoples
are watching the dance
cha there is a dance competition among couples
waltz Animated characters showing in the front row are dancing
energetically
cha This video clip pair dancing like a contra dance in the floor
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Table B.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
foxtrot This video clip all guys are dancing like a single guy dance
others are watching
foxtrot YES great
rumba guys are doing swing dancing and the peoples are watching
this dance this videoclip
tap This video clip like a group dance and 4 guys dancing center
person hero of the group others coordination is perfect
samba This video clip all guys are dancing like a partner dance and
surrounding peoples are applauding
rumba This video clip group dance and partner dance and single
person also dancing this floor
tango Randomly the animated characters are dancing so fast.
tango This video clip all guys dancing like a partner dance and
surrounding peoples applauding
rumba yellow people are dancing well than blue and red.
rumba Two stick figures are slow dancing together while others
dance around them
rumba This video clip all guys are dancing like a contra dance in
the floor
swing the couple blue and d pink are dancing
swing A couple dancing with their bodys apart and then twirling




Original Video Class Turker Response
swing This video clip single couple only dancing this floor like a
romantic melody theme
break this video clip single man only dancing like a hip hop dance
all guys are applauding
break some people are participating in a dance completion
quickstep A group of solo dancers that are dancing separately. One
dancer moves into the middle of the dance floor and a few
follow him into the center while they dance.
quickstep few people are dancing and few are watching
quickstep this video clip all guys are dancing but not a partner dance
like a single man dancing the floor
square This video clip contra dance and the partners are dancing in
romantic mood
square A group of stick figures are walking around grabbing hands.
cha A couple dancing doing a dance routine with synchronized
movements. People sitting behind them watching them
dance.
cha This video clip only one couple dancing and surrounding
peoples are watching Applauding the floor
rumba This video clip all guys are dancing group dance and partner
dance
tap A solo dancer who looks almost looks like he is tap dancing
and twirling around. As others sit and stand around him
some tapping with him some clapping.
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Table B.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
tap This video clip only one man dancing other peoples are ap-
plauding watching the floor
foxtrot This video clip all guys are dancing like a hip hop dance in
the floor
samba this video clip like a group dancing and coordination is per-
fect
samba Neon lines in a crude shape of people flicker and appear to
look like they are dancing.
foxtrot figures dancing
foxtrot this video clip the single pair dancing like a bharatham
dance and others single man dancing this foor
samba This video clip group partner dancing .and guys are doing
romantic dancing
samba Two stick figures are dancing while others move around
them
latin This video clip group dancing the floor and guys dancing
fast mode
cha A group of figures that look like they are doing a fast ball-
room routine. Some of the figures are off to the side just
watching.
cha All guys are dancing like a couple dance and this dancing is
fast mode
quickstep This video clip guys dancing like a pair dance and surround-
ing peoples are applauding
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Table B.1: Continued
Original Video Class Turker Response
quickstep in a dance program each one demonstrates well
break figures breakdancing
break All guys are dancing not a group dance hip hop dancing the
floor
quickstep Couples dancing around some are dancing slow and some
are moving very fast. Almost doing a quick step.
quickstep this video clip all guys are dancing like a partner dance and
single man dance also included
samba This video clip group dance center of the group person sin-
gle dancing near guys are doing couple dance
latin This video clip one pair dancing romantic mode in the floor
latin Laser light stick figures that change color are dancing with
each other while colorful, tiny, stick figure people in the
distance to the right walk by.
foxtrot camera pans to right showing dancers in back and then some
come from left side closer to camera and then they move to
back also.
foxtrot A few dancers doing a partnered ballroom dance.
foxtrot This video clip all guys are dancing like a partner dance in
the floor
flamenco This video clip all guys are dancing in the floor but single
man danced the floor




Original Video Class Turker Response
pasodoble This video clip all guys are dancing own steps not like a
group dance in the foor
tango good
tango figures doing the tango
tango group dancing this floor.and surrounding peoples are ap-
plauding the group dancing .
swing This dance only one couple danced like a ballet dance and
surrounded people applauding watching this dance
latin This video clip pair dancing romantic themes in the floor
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